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Only Through Moral Suasion and Appeal To Men's Reason Can a Movement Succeed — Samual Qompers
POLITICS CLUB
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NEUTRAL ORGAN ARRANGES PRO
AND CON DISCUSSIONS IN CHAPEL
Weekly Requests Meeting Between Faculty And
ON SUBJECT OF WAR JUSTIFICATION
Undergraduate Leaders To Determine Ad-

STUDENT STARTS DRIVE TO
PERMIT SUNDAY TENNIS AND
BASEBALL ON CAMPUS SOON
visability Of Sports This Sunday
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Through Dean Clark comes
lii'- announcement of a s|>oakcr,
Friday evening. May 5, who although probably of most interest
to tlie senior girls is open to
members of all 'classes. Miss
Ruth Barhelder from Simmons
College, the Prince School of
Store Service Education, will be
a guest at dinner and immediately afterwards will speak in
the Rand R.voption room on the
subject "Opportunities for College Graduates in the Department Store". The rest of tinevening, MLss Baclielder will
hold penonal conferences for
those who are interested in this
brunch of business. The Prince
• School, a part of Simmons i 'allege, is a graduate .school which
prepares women for department
store work of all kinds. An invitation to hear Miss Bnchel.ler,
who has been highly recommended by a prominent trustee,
is extended to all women.

Student Program
Discussions On Student Opinion World Over
Takes On Pacifist Attitude In Chapel On
isarmament o
Monday
Morning
By Gordon K. Jones
Start To-night
^
"I will never fight," said an aged ami much resprrtPolitics Club In Charge
Of Meeting In Libby Forum

ed professor of Yale 1'niversity before tile Xttpivme Court i j
for citizenship papers in this country.
Yon shall
lie applied
.,
not"be tin American Citizen." was the tenor of the Court's
reply at this refusal to bear arms. This event aroused a
Btorm over the entire hreaJth of this country, and the tpieslion arose ;is to how many born citizens in a nation w 'd
make the same declaration. The answer eome from England
when over 700 students before the.Oxford I'nion resolved
that under no circumstances would they bear arms for king
ami country. Student opinion all over the world has definitely taken a pacifist altitude. At the last lUmuainent conferentee a Yale student bow petitions signed by over seven

Both Students And Faculty To Take
Part

The Rates Student in its issue
to-day requests a meeting botWOQD
STUDENT TO HOLD
the faculty committee on athletics
STUDENT BODY IS
ONLY the loyalty and patience and a group of student leaders to
DISARMAMENT POLL
of teachers has kept the pub- detirmine the advisability of allowINVITED
TO
ATTEND
lic school system
of Georgia ing Sunday s|K>rts on campus befrom complete collapse says the De- ginning this week-end.
Paper Will Remain Neutral
Ne
Resolved, Not To Fight For
partment of Education. Already the
The request is the result of the
Agency
In
Conschools In 76 of the In9 counties unanimous
opinion
rendered by
IT. S. In Time Of War,
troversv
are closed!
Only a gasoline tax nearly 40 stud nts quizzed by the
Is Question
keeps the remainder open.
Loans, Student's Inquiring Reporter,
Al•V series of unique chapel services
which are frequently resorted to, though the canvass covered the
thousand students and actually made a plea for our very
Bales College students are to join
.niinlv new to the Bates campus,
are, even when distributed, of no heads of all the major organizations
lives. Last month at Brown University petit,mis were cirin
a
discussion,
international
In
are to'be inaugurated next we**
help to the teachers. The ones, who on campus and many other underMOpe, namely th<> question as to
culated on campus declaring that the undersigned would not
through the co-operation of the
are not boarding with farmers, are graduates whose opinion has be; n
whether or not n |M-rson should go
bear
arms,
unless
the
soil
of
the
United
States
wee
actually
Holes Student,
Y.M.U.A.,
Men's
living in the schoolhouses, cooking r(.:pected in the past, there was not
to war if his country is embroiled
Politics Club, and members of the
invadeU.
It
is
nadily
seen
that
in
the
colleges
a
veritable
their meager meals in the domestic a single dissenting vote. Because the
In a s'.niggle with foreign forces.
college faculty. In IhMe services this
science rooms. They give
slips to feeling was so pronounced, it was
war against war is under way.
The Men's Politics Club will proproposition, "I believe that war Is
the merchants for food arid when deemed expedient to place the matvide the ini|>etus lor the discussion
As the Boston Heral » points out. the a -turn o! the Brionlv iustilte-l in case of Invasion of
money is available, the merchants' ter before the student body editoron this campus.
tish
University's
students
in
its
radical
stand,
aroused
a
wave
the mainland of the United States
slips are honored first, so the teach- ially.
Tonight at seven o'clock in Room
by a hostile power", is to be disof protest among the newspapers of the nat'on. Talk of
er, accustomed to working without
2, Libbey Forum, the
discussion
The committee proposed by the
cussed by student leaders and
money, must look forward to more Student would be an extra-official
patriotism and lack of natiot.al self-respect formed the basis
will formally begin.
Although the
members or the faculty.
credit, but not money.
of the tirade against the British students. The pi. Sicily over
meeting is under the direct superone, but made up of the presidents
The Bates Student, under the
vision of the Politics Club, all stuof the campus organizations. It inthis question gave the Peace movement* in the British isles a
direction of Editor Thomas HtHCMdents are invited to attend and to
WO weeks ago this column cludes: head cf th.- Student Counv,.. has taken the lead in arranging
great impel us. The action at Brown last month, although
join in the discussion.
carried the sad story of a cil and Governments, Y. M. and Y.
! these chapel discussions. Next Monnot. nearly its extreme as the Oxford declarator has perceptChicago teacher,
unpaid
for W., W. A. A., the Athletic Council,
Provokes Criticism
i day is the day set for the first disal.lv upset the people of the little state of Rhode Island.
seven months, who was given ten and the four classes. This group, it
cussion of the proposition, and furColleges in many sections of the
months in jail for larceny to support is proposed, may invite other stuCharges of communist influence have led the Legislature of
ther discussions will follow on Tuesworld have been giving this subject
his hutigry family. Now another ex- dents to the meeting. On' of its
thai state to ay poJP t a committee to investigate affairs on the
dav and Wednesday.
of
discussion
much
prominence
dui'ample from the Windy City:
members it
is presumed will be
Six Speakers
basis that the commonwealth is somehow Imperiled by tins
ng the past few months, and in
"Because he had received no sa- chairman and take charge of a plan
Dr. Amos Hovey, Howell Lewis,
many cases the attitude of the colform of undergraduate enterprise. Again th•■ Boston Herald
lary for eight months", the Boston to be proposed to the faculty comDonald Smith, Theodore Seamon,
lege students has evoked wide and
Herald says, "Paul Schneider,
44, mittee.
takes up the question an S compares this action with that ol
Clive Knowles, and Clyde Holbrook
scathing criticism. When a majority
father of three children and a manthe British home secretary, who entirely ignore! the stud> ni
| will be the speakers during the
This administrative group has not.
.f the undergraduates in the Oxford
ual training teacher employed by It is said, scheduled a meeting-for
Members of the Y. W. C. A. counI three-day discussion period.
declaration. How much more publicity the movement gets
the board of education committed this week, but the Student asks co- cil, returning from the week-end Union announced that they would
Next Wednesday the regular issue
'oe unwilling to support the British
in
its
Rhode
Island
settings,
in
spite
of
thfact
that
the
suicide. 'No pay, ill-health, and
at Crown in case of war, there was a
I of the Bates Student will print a
operation to the extent of calling a retreat at Camp Cochnewagon
declaration was not nearly as radical cor given so large an
worry drove him crazy", his wife special one, so that the matter can Monmouth, report a busy and pleas- lear war on the banks of the sun' ballot relative to the question being
said, "the school board
owed him be settled befoTe Sunday, either for art time, in an atmosphere pervaded losedly tranquil Thames. And when
! discussed in chapel. In this way,
endorsement.
$3026, but the rent hasn't been paid or against th-' student leaders' re- with friendliness and sun-tan.
after the subject has been given
the Brown University Oaily Herald
for months, and
we haven't had
Several important problems were launched a drive for American col-.
j careful consideration in chapel, all
enough to e'at for almost as long.' " quest.
discussed and solutions offered. The
! students will be given an opportunity
This movment is a revival of one most important of these was the es- lege students to pledge themselves
to vote as to whether or not they
started last year which failed. At tablishment and development of is conscientious objectors in case of;
"believe that war is only justified in
x war, much of America's mllitarls-'
THERE are signs that the Soviet that time a petition was circulated
case of invasion of the mainland of
Govrrnment is beginning to to the students as a whole, but was. closer cooperation and congenial re- ic press was mightily disturbed.
And thus tonight. Bates students
the Uniter States by a hostile
emerge from the phase of ex- according to the editorial, probably lations among the different factions,
inder the leadership of the Politics
power."
treme vigilance—passive vigilance— discounted for the reason that it was such as town and dormitory girji
Discussion Monday
Club are to be given an opporuniiy
that has characterired its relations not selective enough. An agitation, and with the faculty.
ie
most
unique
debates
l
present
time,
Miss
King
is
one
ot
One of the
The first discussion on Monday
o take a definite stand on the resowith Japan in the last six months. started earlier last year by the
Faculty Treasurer
will
be
held
in
the
Lit-j
the
"convocation
students"
in
the
ution, "This House is resolved not. of the year
will have Editor Thomas 'Musgrave
A recent .Russian note, that laid Stud, nt and the Outing Club, both
Closer cooperation with the Y. M. o go to War declared by the United! tie Theatre at eight o'clock on . institution. She is an experienced
argued as the presiding officer. He will inStress on Japanese,
promises to under the leadership of Valery Bu- C A this year was suggested as a ;tat s under anv circumstances."
I Thursday. May 4. At this time J debater and has already
Bates. troduce Donald Smith, who will
respect Soviet interests conmcted rati '32, succeeded in procuring per- way of realizing more unity. Aiso
Four representatives of the Men's Ronda King of Elmira College will with representatives
Sonstroem
S3
and speak" in defense of the Pr°P°ftion;
with the Chinese Eastern Railroad mission for Sunday skating. It is on more cooperation with the adminisr
olitics Club, all members of the pair up with Powers McLean '3 5 to Last y
'32
went
to
Elmira
and Theodore Seamon, prominent
and made a peremptory request for this, as a precedent, that the present tration and less destructive
criti"speedy" action by Japan, hints that movement is based.
cism seemed a profitable means of
Its new attitude is one of "implied
Those favoring the plan point to attaining a better and more congedissatisfaction," according to the the fact that Bates has an ideal nial atmospher? on campus. I ne I
New York Times.
athletic plant that will allow almost is to have a faculty treasurer next
compute isolation. The tennis courts year which will of necessity give
a
j<» TO longer does the denonii- on Garce'.on Field are considerably the 'faculty and administration
[^ national college make a dis- removed from the main parts of the better idea of the work done by the
and should mean a
*■ ~ tinctive contribution to the campus that might be used for Sun- organization,
understanding between them
training of youth not made by tax- day services in chapel or in the better
It is also planned to concentrate
supported colleges", said the Rev. L'ttl i Theater. The apparent willing8
Russell F. Auman of the New York ness of the administration to make efforts on, the incoming to "™";
Redeemer Church last week. "The recent changes like SundayJ^OJUb and with Eva Young and Ruth shance to present argumen
y. „d boUi_will represent the
Mther side of the proposition, the may stay away from campus more! planned through the medium of let- da
secularization of the denomination- encourages advocates of the plan who Rowe cooperating in this, it is e
Y.M.C.A. Knowles, as a representapected to work out successfully.
than
two
days
at
a
time.
At
tho
ters.
presiding officer will call for a vote
al colleges and the steady introduc- are confident of success. ^^^^_
tive of the defense, will try to show
>n the merits of the question.
tion of religion into the non-church
that war 's only justified in case of
Donald Smith, nationally promicolleges has cut down the distinca"tual invasion, while Holbrook will
nent as a collegiate
leader,
will
tion. The sectarian school no longer
give the concluding arguments for
irst present the arguments in dedares or can teach religion in any
the opposition.
fense of the resolution. He will outbut an academic manner,
he deThe Bates Student, in arranging
line
the
case
of
the
defense
in
a
clared.
tlnse chapel discussions,
believes
five minute speech to be followed
that at the end of the three-day
~By ELINOR WILLIAMS
by a similar speech on the part of
of speeches it ahould be
•he opposition.
IGNACE Jan
Paderewski, the
general program' of the Bates Student Council for the coming period
, general program of tne .*««« ™"»< ' «~™»« -' "~rr£Z P°^lble for *acn 6tudent t0 V°te
Gault Brown, secretary of the
pianist and past-war premier of
deal
with
campus
problems
and
student
life.
Student
.utJwtKs
),
uplljgently
on lne 6llhject involved.
Men's Politics Club
is to present year will deal with campus prou.....» «■«. ».»>.™. ..... •— ■...,
inte
Poland, has just left the country
lm
constructive
arguments
of
the
,„„!
improvements
in
campus,
relationships
are
important
items
in
tlie
ofu,n studelU polls in colleges are
after his eighteenth visit. "In 1891
ms which are now being completed. The program of the nan* Student (.ritici,,ed to the effect that many
ipposition. He will present the point
on my first visit, people were simof view of those opposed to the reso- I-.„...ril will be nan-tad out with the cooperation of the Bates Student and sudents vote in such polls without
pler and kindlier in their ways and
seemed to enjoy life better than ;;f\his dclinition. There are those ^^g.gg^, despair. These lution .and thus will maintain that l^tha,-of £ Y^'.r'rhere has been at perhaps no o,W ,,, in the ^^^intimate knowledge of
Americans do torday.
Twenty-two „„• naive modern*. There a re ^^^ ZtUose who are perplexed there may be times when Bates stu- history of the college similar coordination and common purpose in the
Many College Polls
stories made a building a sky-scrap- are .he sophisticate.. '"^^^^L,* these Ihre, type- ** dents should go to war.
During the past few months, many
undergraduate- organizations of the campus.
er then. In my opinion the 'sky- l.nt not. into despair.
SIKH-OIK'S In Refutation
colleges have heep conduQting polls
scrapers' have spoiled the looks of show "1 that the fit* of people like Paul can bring hope to the world.
One consideration of the Council llness represented in the "Hello" of relative to the justification of war.
Two speeches in refutation will
New York—like
a nightmare
of
good
students
on
campus
will
be
observtd
Many Bates students have urged
be given
by Thomas
Musgrave, will be the student activities, the
■are Bertrand Russell is a
some giant land. Everywhere people
more carefully. Smoking on campus, that a «.'milar poll be conducted on
ORIGIN OF MODERNS
example of this class. Man must editor-in-chief of the Bates Student,
are living above their means."
The speaker pointed out that both defy the tramping march of uncons- and Sunnier Raymond. Raymond re- fees for which are part of the char- another tradition which has suffer- the campus, and this series of chapel
the naive and the sophisticated mod- cious power.
Man can't live and cently attended a student parley at i ges on term bills. Coeducational ed during the last two years from discussions, to be followed by the
.ith
PUBLIC housing on a large scale,
voting, is the answer to these recan't die. He sees everything around Dartmouth College. Musgrave. as | dining, a bone of contention for the lax observance, will be enforced.
The subject of prep school letters
managed without profit and exhim being destroyed and nothing Smith's colleague, will present i
I last few years, seems to be regarded and sweaters, already mentioned in quests.
empt from taxation, is the only
^.^ increasing favor, and if it
The use of student speakers in the
heing built up. Man is collectively ther arguments in behalf of theM*eway to serve families whose income problems and na
desirable from the students the editorial column of the Student,' cnape] (jjscluseions is in line with the
fiure_ evU and a brute. The so-called spir- tense, while Raymond will side w tn
also be observed and enforced
is less than $1,500, according to ak
DOlicy
, _ inaugurated this year,
itual natur, ot man. of which we Brow,, i„ opposition to the resolu-. "J^ ™™lt will be given a trial will
j_
.1
a>. .*.. —1
I*
I.
Iw.ni. 1
ili«it
1 \> ...
° moral
™an«rm^n
irMrs. Julius C. Bernheim, chairman Ily a
in the
future. It
is
hoped
that
the
man and completely
Tne Batei. student, as a disseminator
tion.
.
,i
.
man_ have heard so much, seems spur.oito
nPvt year at intervals of once a week.
Arrangements
for
the
meeting
toj
ne«year«
i
.
,_
e
students will voluntarily give strict- of news wiu remain as a neutral
wouid nclude a
of the Executive Board of the religious
Hte > «
d
was It is not the faith of the Mtrld"J
^
to these traditions agent in the controversy, while the
League of Mothers Clubs in New
puke er observance
man which can help us, but the night have been made by a special | at lesht. inej
ufactured.
S»
>"•
r
but
was
eithe
York City In a survey of 1.104 facommittee selected at the lastD«*
^.^In Rand Hall. It is which contribute to the spirit and . otner organizations co-operating are
faith
of
all
men.
n0t
milies living to tenements results tormented
ing of the Politics Club. Donalfll us
by thhoP
, each presenting one speaker In
^.L'hvrt"
hopel«£e*s
of the&
mQ ef_ individuality of the college.
ed ^ ^^
The best that man can do is to Smith is chairman of the commit- h^ped^tna^ui^ p^ ^^ ^
M%
of which have been mailed widely,
Another consideration of the stt>-, defense and one In. opposition.
approach
a
note
of
■J*^
dent
Council
will
be
the
general
col-i
.„.
she claims that whereas a family
bunr said. Nature dofs not kno»
spent 19% of its income tor lent
lege
elections
which
have
been
held
CnrrfTIVl?MT
lMlJQiriAM^
conscience against nature and it*
annually for two y.ars with success,' o 1 LI/Eiil I lTIUOlvliVllO
In 1928 now more than 45% goes
trampling unconscious power. And
and have 'been investigated for use;
for practically the same accommodaman cannot do this if he MUs f similar nature" It is hoped , to , weekly dances for "getting acqua.nt- by other New England colleges. The:
tions Decent commercial
housing.
feeling of responsibility to other
make such meetings a regular tea- edThe 6tudent ae6embUes neid in the election system will he improved, andi
she contends, while sati8fa=tor.>n„10ir
other groups, is impossible for iann Tory o? morality. One might say men, and he does lose this fueling ture nett year.
more campus organizations will be.
Four Bates students will Join with
chape]
wil, r6ceive attention, also.
[Cat the 18th century lasted untU because he begins to pity himself,
urged to join the general elections, i various local musical organizations
lies with low Income.
and the note of tragedy has been reThe plans of the Student Council )n presenting in the Lewiston Armory
1914 in Europe, and until 1929 » moved
Man may boldly defy tho CHEMICAL MMJfcil I
suitable music, and all rallies and show a clsar insight into the needs Sunday
evening a program eigniflcant
HUNTER College in New York the United States, when we ame to universe, but he soon comes to m'v
of student activities and campus life. Clf tne nrs.t day 0f National Music
is the world's largest women s the end of our joy ride. Man has himself for being required to defy
College.
It is
municipally D"en substituting petty il usions for the universe. The sophisticated mowhere tn the future. The little sym- It is hoped that their support from week. Clyde Holbrook, Norman De
the student body of which they are Marco, Norman Lafayette, and John
owned, and although
books
and great. There is no help in us, and dern can therefore find nothing to
A
special
meUing
of
the
Law-phony
orchestra will furnish music
tuition are free ,the struggles
of fhere is a fundamental goodness in live for in such a system. But Paul ranee Chemical Society was held in more often, next year, at student representatives will make it possible r>3Vid are the students co-operating,
for them to accomplish their aims, j
Five thousand people are expected
some of its girls command atten- human nature. This is the belief, on says that tho we are always dying,
The members of the Council for to attend the concert In the Armory,
tion. Some girls have provided a which the naive modern rested. But yet we live, that tho' we are perthe ensuing year are Julius Lombar-, Tne director of the affair states that
voluntary fund to furnish lunches to he has now discovered that the con- plexed, it is not unto despair. By
di '34, president, Jere Moynihan '34, he js eSpecially grateful to the repreless fortunate companions. And it is aue"t of nature is not an absolute looking down into the depths which outstanding feature of the session, ity with the student body.
ClydeL Holbrook '34, Frank Murray a3n.tatives of Bates who are helping
not uncommon to have a girl walk thins and that nature intends to the naive modern sees, we may come
Two nreleflsors-tfr. Fred C. Ma-'
A stricter observance of those of '35, Walter Gay '35, Georg? Olds 35, nim sn^ ne issues a special invitain from Long Island to classes. One and wm kill man. There is. then, to a realization y>f the possibilities bee and Dr Walter Lawrance—were the Bate? traditione which apply to
Powers McLean '36, Stanton Sher- tion for a]j students who care to
of them wrote her story in the col- little room for the optimistic irrel- of the world.
among those who presented views in the campus will be urged. The trad- man '36, and Edmund Muskie '36.
| attend.
eion of the naive modern.
leg© paper:
.
tne
sympSum.
I
ition
of
Bates
cordiality
and
frtndThe sophisticated modern is per"After attending classes ja the
Comtinued on Page 2 Col 4
™d tnto despair by history and,
plex;
~ Canltnued on Pag? 2 Col 5
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Sunday Tennis
IT is the feeling apparently of nearly 40 student officers that Sunday sports should be permitted on the campus. This means, primarily,
tennis. Therefore, with the support of every
major organization at Bates, the STUDENT is

taking what it considers a progressive step, in
making the first move toward the liberalization
of Sunday athletics.
Previous attempts have been frowned upon.
A similar movement, last year, solicited a petition
that fortunately or otherwise, had the signatures
of nearly every student in college. This overwhelming concensus of opinion was largely discounted by the committee, sitting to hear the
petition, on the ground that students will vote
for everything proposed to them that smacks
of radicalism. This may be true about colleges
in general, but it is a fact that the student body
voted for Hoover and dry last fall in the face
of a prediction that it would turn Socialist and
wet. The Ivy Hop Queen contest last spring was
notable for its saneness.
Although the Student ridicules this lack of
confidence in level-headed youth, at the same
time, we are avoiding intentionally any symptoms of mass influence. The unanimous opinion
of more than •'{() officers and students, respected
for their coolness, favors Sunday sports. Those
with religious interests and without them, those
with regard for tradition and those opposed, and
those with a desire to play tennis, and those who
have scruples against Sunday recreation, all of
them agree that the movement is right!
A majority declare that Sunday afternoons
denied to recreation encourage the most undesirable elements of college life—card playing, etc.
Everyone, whether he subscribed to the Inquiring Reporter or not, has been aware of this condition. But as long a's it was covered up in the
past, our hypocritical attitude has been maintained. The student body demands a change.
Those of us who watched the conscientious
efforts of the campus police last Sunday do not
wish to see fellows, who were passing a ball,
requested to leave the places where two months
before they had skated on Sunday.
The demand for immediate action is imperative.
It must be completed before | Sunday.
We may be ill-advised about this matter, and
all these officers, who have requested a change,
may be wrong* but it appears only proper that
the faculty committee-in-charge meet representatives of the student body this week. We suggest
that a self-appointed student committee meet today or tomorrow to prepare a ease for faculty
consideration. This committee could be composed
of the presidents of the Student Government ami
Council, both Y's, W. A. A., Athletic Council,
the four classes, and of any other students whom
the group sees fit to invite.
It is not improper to ask an interview at a
special meeting of the faculty- group; it is a
right!

The Discussion On War
A very significant phase in the storm-tossed
existence .of chapel will be enacted during
the first three days of next week. Although
duality is not at first apparent, it is. true that
there are two • significant points in the introduction of these open forum discussions.
The first is that it has never been done at
Bates before. In fact, the present sehool year is
the first that has seen students speak regularly
from the chapel platform, and came as the result
of student-administrative co-operation. But even
on this innovation, an advance has been made:
the forum discussions on a vital collegiate topic.
No other college, so far as we have been able to
determine, has taken this means of discovering
student opinion on participation in war. Usually,
an informal petition, backed by prejudiced propaganda, is circulated, but the Student feels that
thorough education is necessary for an honest
conidusion-thus the three day period.
The second significant point is the rare
opportunity to see the Politics Club and the Y.M.
C.A. co-operating on a question of political and
moral expediency, war, a subject, whose type has
usually been confined to the political organiaition. There is no reason for such a neglect in
the past, nevertheless, in the future it is hoped
by the Student that the aggressive co-leadership
of the two groups will make itself felt.
This discussion culminating in the submission
of a resolution to the students as a house at the
end of the third day deserves the heartv interest
of everyone. It marks definite progress in the
direction of student-administrative co-operation.
Wide student interest will demonstrate to the
authorities that further concessions will be
respected.

Every Knock Is a Boost
THE weekly undergraduate paper of Lafayette College in Easton, Pennsylvania answers our editorial of two weeks ago on the
Bates tradition of not smoking on campus. Its
observation speaks for itself:
An interesting editorial * in the "Bates
Student" comments oil the fact that an old
tradition against smoking on the campus is
being violated. It seems that Bates students
take pride in keeping their campus -free
from cigars, cigarettes, and matches. This
can hardly be called an asset to the college
in the eyes of visitors and observers, since
tobacco to-day rates along with books and
athletics in our modern college system. It
is also of wonder to us that the co-cd influence there does not manifest itself in breaking down this seemingly absurd tradition.

Bates Spirit
UNDEIUIKADUATES will have their first
opportunity Saturday afternoon to observe
the latest edition of Coach Ray Thompson's
track team in action. In New Hampshire it
meets an opponent who has proved itself the master of the dual meet field hereabouts. New England champion two years ago, the Durham university with a balanced squad is always a serious
aggregation. This year Bates due to her added
strength in the field events, lias an excellent
chance to win over a school that has not lost a
dual meet for years.
Track, however, thrives on support, like any
other sport. Victories depend on it. Even a
powerful team needs the backing of the student
body. But, there is a conviction on the part of
Bates athletes that the spirit here is poor. There
is justic. moreover in this assumption. With
more successful teams in all activities than most
colleges of our size, we are too accustomed to
victory, and accept even second place in the
1'enn Relays ;:s a matter of fact.
How many of us realise how discouraging it
must he to participate when one's efforts are not
commended.' It would depress many of us. In
the game way. ii probably has worked negatively on track, football, ami baseball men.
We are supporting these teams financially,
why not support them morally.' Each of us has
his own interests on campus, clubV, debating
for instance. We expect interest in them. But
it is a reciprocal proposition. It is our own benefit, therefore, that we turn out for athletic
events. An exchange of patronage is the only
solution for a regeneration of spirit.

Chances
by niarlcs. K. Packard, '19 from the Garnet
Sevens, elevens, sixes.
Catalogued with care,
Kach one fits in its own little niiche,
•But tell me where ?
Eights and nine.s and twos.
Displayed for the buyer's eye,
Each a thrall to some, betck anil call,
Will you tell me why ?
Threes, and fives, and sevens,
Hanks upon ranks of men.
Bach to try arid niany to die.
Must it happen again ?

May .'?, 1933.
Dear Mr. Darnell MacEwan Smythe
Manager of the Bates crew squad
Dere Sir :
I undVrstand you are manager of the so-called
varsity crew squad. I also understand that you
have eight of the prettiest bums in college. Whoever gave your insipid gathering the idea that
they coufcl row, must have been an inmate of Pownal or Colby; but since they still persist in the
folly of illusioning themselves oarsmen, we of the
freshman elass challenge you to a race at eights
at any time and at any place you so desire.
That you may know what you are up against, I
must tell you that Prof. Rob has been coaching
our stroke, and Inigeborg Muller has been keeping
the rtest of the boys in their places. For the past
two weeks, Profe-sor Lewis has been drilling us
in staccato and pizzicato rhythms, and the boys
are right up to pitch. In practice, we have won
amazing victories in the face of such stiff competition as Webster Grammar School, and Miss Afby's

Kindergarten class.
At bow. we have the best bull chaser ever to
graduate from L. H. S.. Sam Kingston. At No. 2
we have Randall Evelyn Webber who pulled more
oars and strings than anyone else in Whitefield
N. H.: at No. 3, Mike (Joe E. Brown) Drobosky: at No. 4 Art "perfecta" Howe, the handball
artist: at No. 5 Alonzo "Hornblower" Conant; at
No. 6 Joe Spignone; at No. 7 Jack Crockett the
Creat. At stroke we find that mightiest stroke,
Irvie Isaacson. I, myself, am at the tillers as coxswain, (the lightest coxswain in captivity.)
May we have an early reply.
Lovingly yours.
Splifton Haggard Spray Jr. '36
P. S. Should the news scribes desire our photogragh, I will be glad to fulfill their desires, but
I will only autograph the first fifty copies that
co-eds ask me to. as I have a bad case of baloney
glossus in mv hand.
May 3. 1933.
Dear Mr. Splifton Haggard Spray Jr.
Alleged Capting Frosh Crewmen
Sir :
Your challenge received thru the Student
editor. Mr. Smythe being off to address a Sunday School elass in Mexico. I have deteided to condescend to answer your anemic lot of beriberisuffering aspirants.
If you woulrli race with us. go out and dig yourselve a record : try Bliss College or Aspirin or
Cyanide. I guess Cyauiidd wouldl be best. If you
survive such a test, we will be glad to meet you
on Friday the 13th. at 13 minutes past 1 o'clock
on the canal. No holds barred, but the coxswain
must not i decently expose himself to the admiration of their fair co-eds.
T answer you as captain-elect (there being only
one vote«ast).
Aloofly yours,
H. B. Spndkins '33
P. S. Please rush your picture to the Woman's

Sports Editor, she's simply got a yen' for you.
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By DOXAIJ) M. SMITH
Individualism In A Coma
Complete control of industry
through a national board will likely
be.the next Rooseveltian step in
fighting depreesii fl, it the advice of
the "brain trust" and the National
Association of Manufacturers is heeded by the President.
The tentative draft of the proposed act sets aside the anti-trust
laws and federal trade commission
act, empowers a national board to
designate any industry as one
affcoted with public interest, permito
price fixing under government supervision for the period of emergency,
and agrees to a plan of self-organization of industry through trade
associations.
Shades of Mr. Hoover!
White House ,<'hats
International
conversations at
Washington have increased respect
for the United States and paved the
way for the World Economic Conference. The war debt problem was
discussed and the solution advanced
appears to be lump sum payment.
Three nations have agreed to the
principle of lowering tariff barriers.
In an effort to rehabilitate international trade and exchange, a revised gold ratio for national currencies was considered. The French
received the impression that the
United States would abandon, some
of its theories of neutrality and
isolation in
favor of security
pledges for the outlawry of war and
international supervision of armaments. The fly in the ointment is the
President's proposal for enlarged
navy ship building.
Public Works
Roosevelt is favoring a kind of
public works program which will
call for the spending of not more
than four billions on roads, rivers,
harbors, and the construction of
public buildings. None of this inadequate amount is to be spent
building decent working class homes.
May Day—103.1
Socialists have less cause for
elation this May Day than any
since the World War. France, Poland and the Little Entente will resist to the limit of their abilities
the efforts of Germany and Italy at
revision of the traitorous peace of
Versailles. Italy is intent on preventing a union of her ally, Germa.ny,
with her neighbor, Austria. Great
Britain has commenced an economic
boycott of Russia. China and Japan
are slaughtering thousands of workers with no real interests in conquests of land. There are more
probable causes of war today than
there were on the eve of the last
great conflict.
May Day brings with it more than
ever the need of sound and sober
thinking. Nationalist hates and
dictatorships of the capitalist classes
are rising out of a decaying civilization. The words of Albert Einstein
are significant: "You know that the
situation of the world has not improved in the last few years. The
misery of these critical times has
everywhere strengthened reaction,
which in turn has created a blind
nationalism and then misused it for
.its own purposes. The sense of freedom, human dignity and justice Is—
more and more rapidly—disappearing." Yet, never was it more certain
that the hope of the world against
catastrophe or a new dark ages is
Socialism. Marx is the challenge of
the day: "Workers of the world
unite! You have nothing to lose but
your chains; you have a world to
gain."
Oxford Goes Loft
"In the last year or two the swing
to the left among students of
politics at Oxford has been very
striking," writes Y. M. Hardie. president of Europe's most distinguished
training school of parliamentarians,
the Oxford Union.
The Labor Club which is prepared
to wage even more radical action
than the official Labor Party has. a
membership of five hundred. No Oxford economist can be found to support the National Government. The
October Club, a definitely Communist Club, has a membership of two
or three hundred. The Oxford Union,
itself, voted by a majority of 67
that: "In Socialism lies the only
solution to the problems facing the
country." On February 9 they voted
275 to 153 that: "This House will in
no circumstance fight for its King
and Country."
Opposition In Japan
Japanese youth, like the rich
young men of Oxford, are reported as
accepting radical doctrines. Nichi
Nichi. a popular Tokyo daily explains: "iMembers of Communist
groups do their beet to secure recruits for the cause from among the
wealthy classes in order to Increase
the funds of the movement
young men and women - in normal
circumstances become easily sympathetic." On October 30 of last
year 2.200 radical suspects were
arrested In Japan. Of the 687 of
them taken in Tokyo more than 200
were college graduates, 107 were
women and 57 laborers.

WAKELY APPOINTS
COMMITTEE FOR HOP
J. Sidney Wakely, chairman of
the committee for the Commencement Hop. has selected six members
of the class to work with him in
planning the affair. A meeting of
the committee was held Monday,
but no definite action was taken in
regard to an orchestra for the Hop,
or In reference to other arrangements.
The Hop is to he June 19. Members of the committee are Francis
Flynn, John Dobravolsky, Walter
King, Norma Hinds, Rosamond

Melcher, and Helen O'Brien,

Diary of a Grind
CLIVE KXOWLES
Last, year when we asked our pro becessor, V;il Borati, to
write a column for the Stuidient describing •ol!'"jv life ;>s it
looked! to one about to graduate, we little thought thai the
same task would fall ottos. Now that it has we cannot hope
to espa'ce the criticism that, was directed against bis writing
by one who smugly said, "It is vary simple to explain such an
attitude from ,i>sychological point of vieux". little realizing
that it was also very simple to explain his own from the same
attitude in the same terms.
We make no.apology for what
we have to write here, except to say that we shall try to be
honest with ourselves, and in doin<r so we are sure that we
will bo honest with those who ttake the time to read this
column.
"For many of us it is quite {impossible to properly appreciate the value of our four years at college. We never take
the troiWe to step back from the eased and squint at the canvas upon which we are paijiting our college careers. It is too
much trouble ! You and I prefer to have our profs guide the
handl in which we clutch the brush, like the child who Learns
to write by having the pedagogue move his hand, laboriously tracing the course of each letter. Sometimes we daub on
colors that appeal to our'chitdish imaginations without realizing that they express nothing hut our own vapidity. Too
frequently we miss the delicate shades and the beauty that
might have been because we are too close to appreciate what
we are doing, or because those who guide our hands are not
artists, but specialists in the nsa of one color, knowing little
or nothing of the others. Time will givt us the proper perspective, if wc do not take the trouble to get it !'<>:• OUTS lv, •,
while we are college. It will be too late then, for the picture
will have already been painted !...
We need periods of thought, of meditation if you will, as
certainly as does the artist who sets out to pain! a work of
great beauty and harmony, (hily a fool, such as you an.I I.
would! rush at it without givinlg prolonged thought .if ev ry
staffe of the process.
College life is the enemy of the person who wants to
thimk. to get perspective. Only now and then is it possible
tofindaretreatamongfriendswlio.se insight and vision - pve
to clear up our 'confusion. A few there are on the faculty
who cani interpret the meaning of life because they have lived
fully. They are rare, Unit well worth cultivating as friends.
"Lives can teach what books cannot ; thev can give that
which can be caught but not taught,"

Dr. Niebuhr
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By MARGARET HOXIE
Williams seniors, acrording to a
poirconducted by the Record, favor
■specialized graduate study. 50% will
ccntinu? school: ->4% will go into
business;
13% remain undecided
Two listed their status as E*u<-af.
Hums; one is going hunting; another
will be a hoarder. Other replies
range from intentions of a diplomatic career to salt mining.
A co-ed at Depauw University,
whose sorority budget allowed $250
for a dance orchestra, wired Ted
Weems, famed band leader, to inquire how many pieces from his
band he could send to the dance.
Weems replied that for such an
amount ho could send the girls three
pieces of music and a piccolo play r.

Co-Ed Czarina

From The News

Continued from Page One
Continued from Page OneFaith in a better world and in a morning", she said", I had to rush
great and good God can only come j to work—woary, hungry, and burout of an inner integrity, an attitude; dened witli the knowledge of imtoward life which comes from living j pending assignments. I rarely got
within it. The complete pessimists, horn© until eleven at night, and by
such as are so common in collegee, j that time wet towels and coffee had
are caused by the fact that they are little effect. Many nights I did not
only observers. They look into life undress, but studied on the alterduring their college years because nate waking-sleeping plan, it was
they are unable to live it from nothing for me to nod two hours,
within. If man gives himself to life, study tw more, sleep another and
life will reveal itself to him. Even finally rouse at four in tho morning
the Bible predicts ruin thruout Old to finish my work."
and New Testaments. "Man is a miserable creature because he can apprehend perfection". We know what THE thought of beer is apparently playing a big part in
we ought to do, but we do not do
the collegiate thought of the
it. It is only his perception of the
a 5
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ideal which suggests the kingdom! ai
i
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an administrative
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by denning the three terms around
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that the sale
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would!
who have not looked down into the' commSS atudents to drink, and redepths, or who have looked down,
p ,icy
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«* li(^or *voidbut have not seen. Pessimism is the ance
S uther
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loVr.
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Methodists in
I !
luxury of the observer who is not t""30 Discipline
claimed that
isnperflcial, and who has lost the
feeling of responsibility to his fell- ,.,/■ "'shop Monzon reiterates in
owmen. Religious faith cornea out tUZ Wrenv he Promises to take
of a combination of these two. It is away membership for the same cona feeling and can only be obtained! nection,
by looking down into the depths and I
living within life. Then mac' will
"The nlan which most Americans
catch a vision of the heights and will want will give" everybody bread and
have faith in the world and Iti him disturb nobody's cake."—iNorman H
sen.

Angell.

Miss Anne Bunting, attractive co-cd
at the University of Nebraska, who
was recently elected president of the
JJf.wly-formed National Collegiate
Pep Group for Women. The society is known as the Phi Sigma Chi,
and its purpose is to create better
sportsmanship and friendliness
among co-eds throughout the entire
country.
A woodpecker lit on a sophomore's head
And settled down to drill.
Ho bored away for half a day
And finally broke his bill.
Massachusetts Collegian
Members of 1935—don't you resent that??
According to the Amherst Student, Smith College girls may have
their beer, but they must conform to the fed; ral law,? in regard
to alcoholic content and age of consumer. Students over 21 may no*'
drink their 3.2 in places where it i*
legally sold, but they have b<en
warned; "Even beer has a definite.
appreciable effect on muscular reactions. Emergencies in driving are
made more hazardous. So bear thi=
in mind and be careful.
Poem of the Year—"Ode to
America"
"Ode to America
$3,863,650,000
by France."
—Mass. Collegian.
Continued on Page S Col 5
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For Soviet Stratosphere Trip

;LASS TEAMS OPEN TWILIGHT Town Men Will
BASEBALL SEASON THIS WEEK Continue To Use
Suck Spinks In Charge Of League, And Varsity Members Will Officiate—Sophs,
Victors Last Year, Are Favored

Gift of Mineral
Collection Given
To Geology Dept,

No Change Will Bel
. Made In Reading
Rooms For Present

Now One Of Best
In U. S.

ETTLE SYMPHONY TO
[LAY IN CHAPEL SOON
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Last Friday evening, April 28,
the representatives from Raymond
High School
of
Raymond, New
Hampshire, won the championship
of the first Interscholastic Debating
League of that state sponsored by
Bates College.
The other two
schools entering into the competiwere San-born Seminary and
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx tion
Whitefield High School,
each
of
whom won one debate. The RayBy SKIP SKILLIXS
mond team received one more point
In the Spring a young woman s in the judges' decisions than did the
fancy lightly turns to thoughts of other schools, and this made them
clothes. And what clothes. Every the winners of the contest.
The one-hundred dollar scholargirl can look fluffy and naive or
ship offered by the college was won
sophisticated and chic.
by Winston Shaw of Whitefield High
Meeting us on the street, staring School for receiving the most judat us from store windows, and hang- ges' votes for the best speaker during jauntily on racks, is the ever- ing the debates that evening.
faithful swagger coat. These friends
The discussions were held upon
of all women hav
a not too-fitted
same subject as that used by
casualn ss about them, that give one the Maine high schools two weeks
a debonair air. We saw in WARD'S the
ago—the problem of taxation. The
some smartly checked black and various speakers were as follows:
white coats with the black sleeves. Raymond High School—Affirmative:
You know, girls, you can wear a Edith Hammond. Donald Carven:
swagger coat over anything, from a Negative: Bessie Bond. Donald Harbathing suit to a formal afternoon mon: Whitefiold High School—Affirsuit. Those three piece suits are mative:
Edith Wallace. Winston
smart. Skirt, coats, and long loose Shaw; Negative:
Dorothy
Burns,
coat, and a stock.
Willard Houghton;
San born- SemiSaw a smart stock in BECK'S, nary—Affirmative:
Arthur L. EnIn an attempt to emulate the achievements of Professor Auguste Piccard,
white satin. And how they do cover man, Barbary Hennessey; Negative:
this strange balloon, looking somewhat like a Chinese lantern, is being
up that great open spac • at the neck. Esther Campbell. Wilfred Wilson.
prepared at Moscow by Soviet engineers. It will be used for a flight to
And there are such chic etock pins.
Movies Of Events
the stratosphere under the auspices of the Air-Technical Bureau of the
By the way. suits are decidedly
Leningrad Osoaviakhim. In left insert is P. F. Fedoseenko, Soviet airSaturday morning, the groups attailored and military, but cleverly
man who originated the idea and who will probably pilot the craft. At
made so as to make one app.ar very tended chapel and then assembled
right is Engineer K. E. Chertovsky, who is in charge of the construction
in front of Chase Hall where they
"smoothy" feminine.
of the craft.
Also in PECK'S are some of the enacted for the moving picture camost picturesque evening
gown.;. mera some of the more Interesting
names of Students registered at Long Girls, get raffles, lots of them. Have events of the previous evening. The
Island University. Th ■ last name on you seen the new silk organdies? presenting of the beautiful champthe list was Tomaine.
They are sheath-like around the ionship cup and congratulations by
body, flare out at the bottom and Professor Quimby were among the
And by the way. wonder how many around th neck. They are not formal featured events. This brought the
Continued from Page 2
te nix. rvera noticed the adverin the undressed fashion, but are the tournament to a close.
Th number of blondes
on the
ment on the bottom of pag - 3. crispest,
The following students
and inmost
alluring
evening
Alabama campus is said. by the
;mn 2 in last week's Student????
structors officiated at the debates:
dresses
we
have
seen
for
a
long
Crimson and White, to increase proHow many offers did you get, Mr.
Paul
time. Smart young girls ar- wearing judges- Prof. George Chase,
porttonately to the rise ol Amalga- Advertising Manager?
white pique mess jackets. Shades of Bartlett. Prof. Percy Wilkins, Prof
mated Peroxide on the stock exAnnapolis and so chic. They're most .1 M Carroll Prof. G. E. Ramsdell,
change. Perhaps on i euro for this
According to statistics obtained easily laundered and inexpensive. We Mr Angelo Bertocci, Prof. Harms.
depression would !>.■ for everyone to
from I) unison University, walking saw none showing in ili-wiston. but Dr' A M Hovey, and Prof. Robert
get light-headed.
chairmen.
Theodore
dates have a margin of 62% over all no store can afford to be without Berkelman;
Seamon. Frank Murray. Lionel LeBottle. I.ioKor. Glass. Stein. P p- other types. Church dates are de- them long.
mieux- timers, Joyce Foster. Walter
p r. Baas, and Ales, although BUS- creasing and movie dates are out of
From Peck's we dashed down to Gay Kenneth Bates, Carl Heldman,
picious sounding items, are really the question.
T. J. MURPHY'S, who. by the way. Walter Norton, and Gordon Jones.
have a marvelous line of sport
things. They cater to the horsewoman, the golfer, and to the clever look athletic. Well, most any figure.
L.-3.-._i
girl who really does nothing,
but There are dots and figures in these
looks smart in sport togs. For riding, summer dresses too, and If your
breeches and jodhpurs are still drees has a jacket you fit anywhere.
Still at Peck's, we come to a showrivalling each other for popularity.
Both are shown In New York. With case of capes. It is true, they are as
them, wear a light colored turtle- smart as smart 'but not for many
necked sweater, not white, and one people. You short girls, beware.
Back to the fertile window at
of those sleeveless suede vests these
Ward's, we saw a darling semidayfi.
From Murphy's to ROBIE ROYS formal dress. Very long and grace(like the name?), where, we under- ful, but would never fit at Chase
f!A I HA ! HA I
stand, tea is often served. But we Hall, co-eds. The best bet a girl can
y£S_iFyou
soon forgot our physical needs when make is on a smartly tailored print
WANT TO
(I DON'T.'
we saw their hats. Talk about high or plain afternoon dress.
KNOW...
KHOVJ HOW
Skirts and blouses are good. We
hat! The day for shallow hats has
'LET ME
HE DID IT?
passed, now the higher they rise, learned something yesterday roamOUT OF
especially in back, the smarter they ing around Lewiston. White blouses
H€R€ I
are. Here are three—the fez a la with suits are slowly becoming tacountess Albani.
the high-wound boo! There Is nothing more "right"
turban, and the snap-brimmed sports than a mavy blue blouse with a light
hat. You know, one can't economize gray suit. Sounds good, doesn't It?
too much on one's hats and shos and "The bow blouse" is still in fashion.
bags, and gloves, for nondescript Use the big neck bow with disaccessories have a damaging effect cretion, however. We women have
on one's whole appearance. More the fad for plaid in blouses.
BARNSTONE and OSGOOD have a
about th se later.
On the way back to Peck's we distinctive line of leather goods.
saw. in the CAMEO, and other small Leather belts that have unique
but worthy shops, the most fascina- buckles and intricate designs. We
ting "undies". The plainer they are. can choose between enormous bags
the better they are, but they are or tiny pouches that carry just
made
in
such
intricate
and enough. By the way. avoid that
"smoothy" patterns. Now for after- horrible faux-pas. tobacco, in your
noon frocks, and tennis dresses. One hand-bag! Barnstone's are showing
doesn't necessarily have to play tricky cigarette cases. Long flat
ones for the meticulous girl who
tennis in the latter.
Prints are exceedingly smart and so doesn't like to bother to fill up, or
cool-looking. There was a chic gray tiny cases holding six or seven
and white print with white at the cigarettes.
Jew:lry is simple. Sleeves became
neckline and sleeves. It is perfect
HAVE A
for school, traveling or an after- bigger, bows came in. but for girls
and mest women, day or night, very
noon at bridge.
CIGARETTE ?
Beautiful
In CORTELL'S we saw some of little jewelry is needed.
thus" little fabric hats that are so ear-rings, very long, are, sad to say,
fitting with those print dresses. They not for the young girl, and only for
solve the summer hat problem the most sophisticated older woman.
NOT ONE OF
beautifully, since they can be thrown Bracelets are good. Saw a sweet link
bracelet made of silver horseheads
THOSE, THANKS.
into the rest of the laundry.
Tennis dresses have a bathing suit on the arm of one of Lewiston's
decolletage, allowing plenty of room horse-women.
So long. See you next week on
for sun tanning. Most of them have
geometric lines that make any figure the beach.
IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXHXX

SHOWING TODAY

■'--"■"

; another
r replies
diploma-

Each Of Three Schools Wins One DebateDecision Is Based On Judges' VotesShaw, Whitefield, Best Speaker

Chase Basements

The twilight ball season open3 j
, week .with the juniors playing \
' seniors, and the freshmen takLz on the sophs. This league proved j
Chase Hall reading room facilities
Kit to be a huge success last year.
will remain as they are for the pref, present plans seem to indicate;
sent, at least, Mr. Roes stated last
hit this year will be even more ;
week to a representative of the
will have■
cessful. Buck Spinks
group of off-campus men who som"
lharee of the league as usual. He
time ago expressed a desire to the
Tm be assisted by members of the
Chase Hall Committee to have the
tsitv squad who will officiate.
I
The sophomore team, victors of bateS Apatite
Display: lirst floor rooms re-open d.
^
^j, *» _5L
I
I" answer to the question as to
M
-» vear. will- 'be again favored to I
whether these
men were getting
,'he title, although they will b
their money's worth out of th- buildlushed hard by the freshmen. The
ing, Mr. Boss pointed out that there
, will
have a veteran
team
are there temporary quarters for the
£h \ldrich at first, Dixey at seDuring the Baxter Recess the! day, which formerly were available
rf valicentl at short, Albertir.i at
Kird and with Stone. Winston, and Geology Department was the reeip- j only through th • courtesy of frl.
' ,i in the field. It is expected lent of a remarkabl • mineral col- in the dormitories, or the hiring of
Lefty 'Stahl and Howie Norman lection presented by the Rich family a room by some town group. Thus
11 ,: bear the pitching burden and of Ocean Park. Maine. Among the the town
men
receive for their
mineral., donated was a collection! Chase Hall fee what other men g t
usgvuve will be behind the plate,
p.,._iof green apatite crystals, and this for this fee plus their regular room
jhe frosh. rooster contains,
collection, added to the apatite dta-j
» Miming. Bennediti,
Atherton play that the Department already' rent. Also, the fee of five dollars
*" infielders," Laffin and Curtin as has, gives Bates, one of the best not b gin to pay for the upkeep of
„i,era Gallagher, Moulton, Kel- spatite collections of any Institution the building.
Furthermore, the attitude taken
r. .,m] Clarke as outfielders. The in the United States.
by certain town men in regard to
staff
is
undecided.
litchinK
Besides
the apatite collection
Amii-ii, there also was another of Zeolites, the use of the first floor rooms li:iT|,e junior squad has
not been satisfactory to the p rson
lines Lelvveld. Raymond, Butler, which are hydrated f ldspar minerals j charge. Smoking, forbidden on the
n
Imith.' Bilker, George as a back that occur in trap dikes. A few orst floor, has been engaged ill freehematite mod's were also Included I ly there, and the furniture has been
Tho make-up of the senior team In th gift and these enow some very misused. Of course, it would be unnot known. However, it seems due quartz crystals and zeolites.
fair to weed out the undesirables
-obable that it will bo built around
Four beautiful specimens of green and open the rooms to a select.d
ike Karkos. Frank Wood, Joe 1":11.>;-ite were among th" minerals as few.
rham, and Bob Eggelton.
well as one specimen of purple fluoThe newspaper room in the baserite that is crystallized in perfect ment beyond the stairway is intended
octohedrone and cubes. Besides the for reasonably quiet reading and
fluorit.es there wire several perfect study, while the main room will be
blue oalc iti 9 as well as a f w pink used as at present. The lighting has
and one yellow variety of the same1 been investigated and improved, and
mineral. The collection likewise in- it is thought that the basement is
A concert in chapel by the
cluded some metallic specimens.
th.' more comfortable place in warm
Little Symphony Orchestra Is
II jides the Rich collection another weather.
one of ii»- r.-aiuros being ptanone was given to the college by the;
However, the men were assured
n.-d for Ota linal month of <laily
Main" Mineralogieal Society and is 1 that
the earnest co-operation of
morning rxei-.is.-s. Nonnan Decomposed mostly of minerals that everyon • might make possible the
:
Marcoand Julius lionabaroi will
are native to our state. A few good opening of the other rooms in the
work together in arranging the
specimens of cyanlte, stanrolite, and future.
:n:
program.
Smoky quartz as well as one of lepi-|
It is all very well to demand a cut
dolil were included in this col-1
The concert will probably !>'•
lection.
Krhe.iul.il for tin- week of Hi.in the cost of government: the man
Btate track and Hold moot at
who will solve our problems is he
Watcrville. Special nmsir of
"WomahK exerts a greater Influence in society than man."—Dr. A. I who can demand it and get away
varied nature will bo featured
with it.
Z. Conrad.
in the concert.

RAYMOND IS DEBATE CHAMP
IN N. H. INTERSCHOLASTICS

WHY. SIR.

HERE'S A FUNNY ONE
THAT HAPPENED TO
ME LAST NI6HT AT A
MAGIC S-HOW.

DO

you

GO

AROUND
WITH A
PUCK INSIDE YOUR

COAT?

ia

J

:

mMt rWBm 'M^0mm
HE GOT THE
DUCK OUT
OF A CANVAS
BAG FIXED
ON THE BACK
OF THE CHAIR
Ive co-ed
pka, who
nt of the
bllegiate
fhe sociChi.
better
Indliness
pe entire

THE BACK OF
THE CHAIR
/SNOT AS
INNOCENT
AS I r LOOKSVELVET PANEL
SLIDES DOWN,
PUCKPOP!'
J,JQE

]

VELVET OUTSIDE

V*

Compliments of

CANVAS
BAG

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

-^

LEWISTON
Main Street

LX

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing
84

QUIT KIDDING YOURSELF.
CAMELS ARE MILDER.TRY
ONE AND SE£.

Isophofead

/GOSH , I GUESS YOU'RE. ^
RIGrlT. CAMELS DO SEEM
1 MILDER AND TASTF BETTER TOO.J

ami.

m

! a day
IbiU. '
(ollegian
ft you retierst StnIniay ha*e
lust confin regard
to of confmay now
Vhere it i<»
ive be^n
definite.
tscular rerivlo* **e
fbear tW«

THERE'S NO
FOOLIM'
ABOUT THAT
LINE/ITS THE
TOBACCO
T+IATC0UMT5

% tO KNOW
Camels are made from

R\U

finer, MORE EXPENSIVE

♦

other popular brand.

lllegian.
——
ICol 5

Registered Druggist
PU"

Drugs and Medicines

r

Corner Bates and Main Street

«>.

LEWISTON, MAINE

Try Camels and give
your taste a chance to

*-..

"A Complete Banking Service "

:m

?*

*»&
MATCHLESS
BLEND

*°

W

f^T ADT^

VV ♦ VXJL/XJLJL\.1.V.

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

tobaccos than any

lier tobaccos.

WICK*

T«L 1817 W

3 Minutes from the Campus

appreciate those cost-

H0

SESVIOE

"THE QUALITY SHOP •I

Ccpyrllht. 1»83. «. J. Bociol U Teb.cn> Compln,

Ode

HOUR

CMULS—1«" COtTUEB TOBAceo*

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston. Maine
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
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LAST GARNET TO
APPEAR MAY 29

MacDonalds Homeward Bound

AUDIENCE OF 1500 HEARS
CONCERT BY MUSICAL CLUBS

Pleading for Soviet Mercy

Editor Abbott Smith wishes
to remind all contributore to the
Garnet that any material for
the final C o m menceinent
Number must ,be m the hands of
the editors before May »>. This
final number of Bates' literary
publication Is to be ready for
distribution May 2», and is to
include special contributions
from the alumni.
Walter Norton ;is the temporary alumni editor. Material for
consideration may be submitted
to Powers McLean, Charles Poor may be
Teyr or the editor;
left at the desk In Coram Library.
'

Bates Musicians And Artists Give Fine Program
In Portland City Hall—Garnet Trio
Wins Critic's Praise
J

The combined musical clubs, under the direction of Professor Beldon T. Crafts, were presented in a
community concert at the City Hall
in Portland, last Sunday afternoon,
before an audience estimated at
1500 people. About 80 instrumentalists and singers took part in what
Was declared the tlnest concert m
Bates' musical history.
The program was opened by Dr.
■Will C MacFarlane, municipal organist of Portland, who introduced
the Bate« musicians as his personal
friends because of his old association
with the college. He then played
Hie organ and led the audience in
The annual spring play of the
singing "America. The Beautiful.
Dr Macfarlano was followed by English 4-A Players will be presented
the Orphic Society, who presented Mav 11 and 12. in the Little Theater.
three well-contrasted
selections. This year. "The Skin Game" by John
Their first number was the March Galsworthy has been chosen. It in the
from •'Tannhauser", by Wagner, story of strife between the landed
which they followed by "Walters gentry and the nouv au rlche.
The following cast has been
Prize Song" from Wagner's
Hie
Members of the senior class niet
Meistersingers", and "Chiso Temple chosen and is being coached by John
Garden". Ketelby. Prof. Crafhj di- A. David. Jr. '34:
in the Little Theater last Wednes•Hillcrest, a country gentleman,
day afternoon and elected speakers
lected the group.
George Austin '33; Amy, his haughty
for the 1933 Class Day. Ten mem< alter Sings
A very favorable impression was wife, Margaret P rkins '35; Jill, the
bers of the class were selected to
His
mission
to
the
United
States
completed.
Premier
Ramsay
MacDonald
made by Sylvester Carter, baritone. daughter. Ruth Benham '33: Dawparticipate in the exercises.
of
Great
Britain,
is
pictured
with
his
daughter,
Ishbel,
as
they
boarded
In two groups of songs. The first ker. his agent. Norman DeMarco "84;
Helen Hamlin. varsity debater,
th. liner CSA«* New York for the return to London. Before he
group in which he was accompa- Hornblower, newly rich, Alonzo Cowas ohosen to write the Claes Hissailed the Premier was feted at a Pilgrims' dinner m the. metropolis,
nied by Almus Thorp, consisted of nant '36; Charles, eldest son, Bertory. Lucille Jack, al6o prominent
durins which he made a radio address urging Anglo-American fnendSchubert's "Death and the Maiden", nard Drew '34; Choe. his wife, Elias a debater and former president
"•"'"»
ship rather than alliance*.
"Beau Soir", by Claude Debussy, zabeth Wallbank '36; Rolf, youngest
of the Student Government, is to
and "Ach nur ein". Hildach. Later son. Russell Milnes '3 4; Fellowp.
give the Toast to Fathers and MoIn the afternoon Mr. Carter sang Hillcrest butler, William Haver '35;
thers.
"Oh That It Were So", Bridge, and Anna, Choe's maid. Bern ice Winston
The Last Will and Testament for
Dvorak's beautiful "Goin' Home ', '36; The Jackmans, Bruce Pattisou j
the class is being written by Thel'33, Charlotte Longley '35; The
accompanied on the organ.
ma Kittredge, and the Class Oration
The Garnet Trie played two clas- auctioneer, Charltw Povey '34; A!
is to be delivered by George Austin.
sic dances with such skill that one solicitor,
Plans
for
the
Ivy
Day
Hop,
June
William
Haver
'35;
j; pri «entativ< s of the
Bat 8
Roger Crafts is to be Class Marshal,
critic calls them "an ensemble of Strangers, Lester Gross '34, Arthur ■ Men's Politics Club met with the 2, are being made by a committee of while John Dobravolsky is to be
professional dimensions." They pre- Amrein '34.
six
headed
by
Sumner
Raymond,
Aristides Club of Lewiston last
responsible for the Toast to Hal is
sented Brahm's "Hungarian Dance
Tickets for th? play are now on Thursday evening for a period of Jere Moynihan
Eugene Asl!t0!i' I and Campus.
No. 6" and a melodic "Valse
by .sale and may be obtained at the fellowship.
Robert Butler. Lucienne Blanchard, j TUm
piDf> Oration is to be given
The Pipe
Chopin. The personnel of the Trie- is college bookstore. The admission
Leon Frangedaltis '35 is president and Eva Young are the other mem- by Lionel Lemieux, Vincent Kirby
Norman DeMarco. violin. Clyde Hol- prices are 50 and 75 cents for re- of the Aristides Club, which is an bers of the committee.
is to present the Class Gift, and
brook, 'cello, and Almus Thorp, served seats. The curtain will go up organization of
Every effort is being made by the Donald Bond will give the prayer.
Graeco-American
piano.
at 8:00 o'clock promptly and the young men interested in, politics and committee to make the affair as Henry La Vallee i« to officiate as
Dr Macfarlane. playing the great door will be closed at that time ateo. in contemporary world affairs. The economical as possible, and at the Toastmaster and Master of CereKotzschmar Memorial Organ, gave
This play will be both a beginning club is one of the most active or- s;irae time have a Hop that is outthe audience a taete of stirring and an ending of a college dramatic ganizations in Lewiston and Aub- standing. The charge will not be monies.
:•:
beauty in the overture to Wagner s career for many. Among those who urn.
' more than three dollars a couple.
OUTING CLUB
"Tannhauser". This was followed will appear for the last time are
Simmer
Raymond
has
announced
More joint meetings similar to
hy the Bates Quartet, who sang George Austin, Bruce Pattison, and that held Thursday are being plan- that a prominent and popular orA trip up Mt. Baldface next Sun"Dift Thine Eyes". Baldwin, and Ruth Benham. It marks also the ned for the future. These meetings oneetra will be secured for the day.
May 7, is to be sponsored by
two negro spirituals. "Where Shall debut of Alonzo Conant. Elizabeth will feature talks by members of dance. The committee in charge will the Outing
Club. This will be an enI Go", and "Down By The River- Wallbank. and Bernice Winston.
i
welcome
any
unique
suggestions
in
the Politics Club, and Bertram Anjoyable fairly easy climb taking
side." They responded to persistent
,
regards
to
the
arrangements
for
the
:o:
'
invited to speak in
place near Chatham, New Hamp; tine has been
calls for an encore with "I'm
Hop.
SOPH. GIRLS' DANCE
| the near future.
shire. The party will climb two
Troubled Lord. I'm Troubled".
each of which is about 3500
Lucien'ne Hlanchard. soprano, was
I am afraid we onust make thej "Don't make confessions to your peaks,
The Sophomore Girls' Dance will
feet high, and the hike will be about
heard in' lily Strickland's "Sweet be> held
neighbors, »'cj
they maj
may forgive you, ten miles long.
nem May
-viay 19.
i». in the
me Yi room
io«m at
«*i world honest before
Deiore we can honestly
uwremij iinsuuui.1,
Phyllis" As an encore she sang Chase
L—.11 —.
iase Hall. It will be a program'
program leu our children that honesty is the but they'll
get ~u„..t
about 12
1 other peoCars will leave early Sunday
Cadman's "At Dawning". Bile was dance
„_t your secret." morning,
ince, including many novelty mini- i)Cl5t policy.—George Bernard Shaw, pic to help them forget
and each student will be
accompanied by George Austin.
Whitcomb Brougher. assessed $1.40
! —Rev. Dr. J. Whitcom
be^rs The "Bobcats" will furnish '
for the trip. Cars are
The Choral Society, a fifty-voice th„
[o music for dancing, which will
"The trouble with this country is
Men11 who
who a.TG
are OVei'ta
overtaxed and in a wanted for this trip, and the drivers
«_!_i_.
*- eleven.
„i—»L
.i--»
r. u«_
i t i nil
ATc
chorus concluded the program with last. from
that it
has nooc.rt
passed frnm
from na prvnrl
condition
eight to
constant state of private difficulty will receive $1.40 per passenger,
a group of sacred chorales. These
The- <chaperones will be Mr. and of intoxicated optimism to one of
singers under Prof. Crafts' leader- Mrs. Spinks, Prof. Lewis, and Miss intoxicated pessimism."—Rev. Alvin are not disposed to be quick on their j The hike up Mt. Chocorua. planfcet.—Marquess of Linlithgow.
[ ned for last Sunday was postponed.
ship, showed a large measure of Fisher,
E. Magary.
ability in "The Heavens Are Telling", Beethoven, "Ave Veruni ,
Mozart, and "Triumph, Thanksgiving", Rachmaninoff.

Galsworthy Play
Last Production
For 4-A Seniors

Seniors Elect
1933 Speakers
For Class Day

"The Skin Game" To Be
Given On May
11 And 12

Austin To Give Class
Oration—La Vallee
Is Toastmaster

IQMMITTEE OF SIX
POLITICS CLUB AND
PLANS IVY DAY HOP
LOCAL GROUP MEET

Standing before the Soviet Supreme Court> ig Moscow, LC,IW
one of the six British engineers accused of sabotage, is pictured uk
mad™ his dramatic appeal for acquittal for himself and fj,
defendants. But he failed to sway his judges and was sentence,
three years' impris; -meni.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

—

=*l
Dorothy. Martin, Isabell? y/ij
and Alic* Miller, all of th«(jjf
•36, tried out their skill
culinary arts on the Old asj")
Cabinets of Y in the annual«
to Camp Cochnewagan, it
mouth.

A group of Bates women gave thej
entertainment for the Grange at New
Barbara Young '36 sprats
Sharon, Wednesday evening. The end at her home in Arlaoj
program consisted of stunts and Heights, Mass.
tumbling and tap dancing. In the
group were Lucile Jack '33. Deborah
Thompson '33. Frances Brackett '33,
Dorothy Penney '33. Celia Thompson We can show yon » raited »IK»I|
'33, and Elizabeth Hobbes '35. While
in New Sharon the members of the
PRIZE CUPS
party were guests of Celia Thompson.

FOUNTAIN

Helen Hamlin was the week-end
gu^st of Barbara Stuart at tho
latter'e home in Melrose Highlands,
Mass.

of all standard maka

LADIES' SILK TJMBI

Grace Gearing '35 and Toby Zahn
"34 attended the Intercollegiate Outing Club Association Conference at
Yale.

LADIES'
LEATHER HANDBAG! |
LEATHER BILLFOLDS
BOOK ENDS
CLOCKS

Bertha Wells "35 spent the weekend at her home in K~nnebunkport.
Constance Murray '36 was at her
home in Cape Elizabeth over the
week-end.

of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG

'IT

Beer For Maine
Is Probable By
Last Of June

PENS

COMPANY

Jewelers

to

ome

50 LISBON STEEI
Lewiston. Male a

Student Receives Copy
Of Petition For
Referendum
Beer—now available legally in
nearby Massachusetts and other
states—seems to be one of the chief
topics of discussion in the State of
Maine and on the Bates campus.
Col. Daniel Dexter, city editor of
Lewiston Evening Journal who spoke
to the Student staff last week, explained to Bates' journalistic-minded students that he believed that
legal beer would be available in
Maine after June 30. He referred to
two laws passed by the recent session
of the state legislature; explained
that one of them, "an act relating
to transportation of intoxicating
liquor", would probably be referred
,to the people at a special election;
but voiced the opinion that the
second "beer .bill'* was sufficient in
scope to permit the sale of "3.2
ihrew" in Maine.
Prof. Brooks Quimby, a prominent
"dry", is reported as disagreeing with
the opinion expressed by the genial
city editor of Lewiston's evening
paper.
Meanwhile, as the discussion regarding the two so-called "beer
bills" continues, the Christian Civic
League of Maine is busy circulating
^petitions asking for a referendum
on the "act relating to transportation
'of intoxicating liquor". A prominent
Bates student has received a copy of
ithe petition from Frederick W. Smith
of Waterville, superintendent of the
Civic League.
The superintendent of the League
has written to the student in part as
follows:
"This act would repeal the law
which was written to enforce the
ISth amendment in the State of
Maine. If it goes through, it wipes
out that law completely and thereby
makes it possible to transport ANY
kind of liquor in the State of 'Maine.
"If this law goes through in its
present form. 4t would practically
nullify the whole of our prohibition
legislation. Fred Owen of the Evening Express says that it is the greatest concession to the wets in 75
years. A newspaper reporter says,
'if this goes through, you are done.
Prohibition in the State of Maine is
dead.'
"This is the so called 'Beer Bill'.
It does not legalize the kind of beer
that the newspapers have been leading the people of the state to believe.
This talk of beer is a smoke screen
to hide the real purpose of the bill."
Mr. Smith has nothing to say in
his letter regarding the second bill
.passed by the Maine legislature.
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DENTismy has developed into at '"^l
| branch of health sen-ice. In ""•""^l
tits obliitation to humanity, it i**?
and women of the highest intellect. """I
|
by superior training.
I
t
Colleue men and women whi)i«"]J|
I
i tec! in a career i-v this field ''" . .1
obtain a prospects of the eii'icW"* *l
quircments by adducing
HOWARO M. MARJRKISON. "n. M.D. 0"|
Tmlls ColUft Dtmlal Sriui
416 Huntinftton Ave.
Bo»to"''
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friend of CHESTERFIELD writes us of
salesman who had "something to say":
"1 dropped into a little tobacco shop,
and when I asked for a pack of Chesterfields the man smiled and told me T
was the seventh customer without a
break to ask for Chesterfields. 'Smoker
after smoker,' he said, 'tells me that
Chesterfields click ... I sell five times
as many Chesterfields as I did a while
back."'
1

LE -

ESSAGEI

M

Col

Job Printers
Publishers

"

Yes, there's something to say about Chesterfields and it takes just six words to say

f

it—"They're mild °nd yet they satisfy."
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»d fellow,
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belle Minard,
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Old and New
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FINANCIAL CONDITION OF
A. A. WILLNOTTERMIT GOLF

iNDBAGS

Bates Representatives Spend Week-end
Sheffield Pond—Local Organization
Rates High In Outing Club Work

Despite the agitation for a golf i
toam to be .form (1 on the Bates
campris, all the cards appear to be
stacked against such a project.
The main problem, which has
arisen, seema to concern
finances.
Both the faculty committee on
athletic■•; and the athletic council
pronounce themselves interested in
and ordinarily favorable to (fie golf
project but they also are far from
reticent In staling that the athletic
department is facing a grave financial
problem. Thu>:, although their sympathies li' with the golf advocates
aI1d under normal conditions they
would be willing to back the movement, they refuse at this time to tie
ih meelvea up with anything which
would entail an additional financial
outlay.
Another suggestion bar bean made
for money to be raised from private
sources to enable a team of eight to
li;ivc green prlvillgea at the Martindale. This is possible, it is true, as
a sum »f sixty-four dollars would
give a team golfing and
practice
privileg s. This would leave only a
small expense for transportation as
additional outlay. Tom Lamey has
kindly offered hiis services a.* coach.
The only remaining difficulty would
ho to enable all who wish to to try
out for the team. To meet this situation the Martindale officials hav
off. rid io reserve the course for a
day. and thus a trial round of thirtysix holes could be playrd to determine
the personel of the team.
To this proposal
the College
authorities also give
their disapproval and Teftitse to recogniz? any
team formed in this manner. They
■;. ! thai in team should be given
sanction unless evry student has an
opportunity to take part
free of
charge. This they feel can be done
r..ly when a blanket fe? has baen
paid which would enable every student to have access to all priviliges
at the Martindale.

WOMEN DEBATERS TO

SIX-WEEKS'
INTENSIVE COURSE,
GREGG or
SPKKDW1MTIXU
illld

TYPING
Hickox Secretarial School
12 Huutimttim Ave. Ken. 6640
(Special Classes for
College Students)

FOLDS

MUSICAL CLUBS TO
PLAY AT WINDHAM

MEET MT. HOLYOKE
,
The debate scheduled for this
week between Bates and Mount
Holyoke lias been |Histponed until Friday, May 12. The debate
will be at Mount Holyoke College, and Uebeica Carter and
Eva Sonstroein arc the rcpi-efentalives from Bates.
The
questions for discussion is, Kesolved: that the material progress aind culture of the Western civilization cannot survive
unless it absorbs the spiritual
culture of the Orient. Bates will
uphold the Negative.

A group of Han--.
musical
clubs will pmseatt a concert in
VYinrihuiu Friday evening under
the direction of Prof. Selduu T.
Crafts.
,
Special arrangements have
been made for this concert, ami
a varied proggwa will l>c presented
by
the organizations
represented. This is the first
concert or tliis type to be presented
this
yea,T.
although
to verai similar affairs were arranged in
Maine communities
last year.
•
Tlie concert will be presented
in the Windliani High School.

Faces Ouster Probe

Journal Editor
At Meeting Of
"Student" Staff
'ol. Dexter Says Mucl
Of News In Papers
Is "Made News"
iCity Editor of the L/ewiston Evening Journal—Colonel Daniel Dexter—spoke at a regular meeting of
the Bates Student staff in the History Room, Hathorn Hall, last Wednesday afternoon. A large part of
the staff was present to hear the
talk.
Commenting on a story relative
to beer in the W«»dnesday edition of
the Journal, the city editor suggested that much of the news found in
each issue of any paper is "made
news". He pointed out that the
Wednesday edition of the Lewiston
Stir.' carried a story indicating that
legal beer would not be available in
.Maine until September, or possibly
not until the legislature meets
again.
Colonel Dexter told how h? had
investigated the matter, and found
that, a number of lawyers and high
officials believed
that legal
beer
could flow in Maine on the first day
of July. He used this story of his. relative to beer, as a good example of
"made news".
The Lewiston city editor spoke of
his work as a member of the staff
of the Journal, and explained to the
staff the policies of the Sun-Journal.

Made in San Quentin Friron, where he has spent 15
years in connection with the 1916 Preparedness Day
bombing, Tom Mooney (in white) is shown with the
galaxy of legal talent which will defend him in his
trial, on an unused murder indictment, which opens
May 22. The trial was scheduled for April 26, but
was postponed owing to pro-Mooney demonstrations

BATES STUDENTS ON
KIWAMS PROGRAM
Bates students provided the enter- J
tainment at the banquet of the
Lewiston-Auburn Kiwanis Club last J
Wednesday noon at the Y.M.C.A. j
Following the customary entertain-.
ment of the Jesters, Bates presented !
her program under the dir.ction of
Prof. Seldon T. Crafts.
Norman DeMarco opened with a
violin solo "The Old Refrain", and
was followed by Miss Lucienne Blanchard singing a very pleasing number ntitled "Oh Marie" by Di Capua.
George Austin and Walter
Gerke
n?x; gave a short but clever skit
entitled, "An Interview" by Mark
Twain. The Girls Glee Club next
sang three numbers: "The Passage
Birds Farewell."
"Last Night the
Nightingale Woke Me," and "Thank
God for a Garden." Arlene Skillins
concluded the program with two
very graceful dance numbers.
DeMarco was accompanied by
George Austin, and Miss Skillins by
Betty "Wilson.
The deficit incurred by the Canadian National Railways is due in
large part to the issuing of free
passes, it is- said—ibut American railroad deficits come from no 6uch
cause.
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MERRILL & WEBBER

COMPANY
PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS
95-99 Main St.,
AUBURN, ME.

Harry L. Plummer

The Barber
POT

Eds and Co-Eds
CHASE HALL

Lewiston Monumental
Works
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
JAMES P. MURPHY CO., INC.
6 to 10 Bates Street,
Lewiston.
Telephone 463-1-B

THE

College Store
!>"i\"t Forget — The College
Store is owned and operated by
the College to serve you. We
carry a full line of Reliable
Merchandise for your convenience.
YOF ARE ALWAYS

PORT R AIT—Commercial and
Finishing Photography
New Studio
At 135 Main St.,
Lewiston,

-

Maine.

GROUND FLOOR

NEW SPRING
CLOTHES
for the
COLLEGE MAN
Sport Shoes
Mallory Hats

Cobb-Morris Co.
51 Court St.,

Auburn.

WELCOME

T.J. MURPHY
FUR COMPANY
Est, 1873
,Iltx,„
29 ASH STREET.
T.KWISTO.V MAINE.

Judkins Laundry
GEO. W. TUFTS, Mgr.

TELEPHONE 29 W
For information, rates, etc., see
our
Student
Representative.
Milton Liniholm — Room 25.

East Parker Hall.
'PERSONAL SERVICE
DOES IT"
19:L1!)5 Middle Street
Lewiston
Rear of Post Office

DRUG STORE
9top in with your Co-ed after
the Show for a Soda, Sandwich.
or Smoke — We Rive prompt
and courteous service.
TELEPHONE 370
Cor. Main and Middle Streets
Lewiston

We carry a large assortment
of—
Men's Gladstone Bags
Ladies' Fitted and
UnfFitted Cases
Mcm's Billfolds
Ladies' Hand Bags

Dr. R. A. F. McDonald, professor
of Education, spoke in chapel Saturday morning, on the worshipping of
Christ.
Recently the well known
Harry Emerson Fosdick creat d B
considerable furor in speaking on
the same subject and Dr. iMoDonald
based his assumptions on Dr. Foudick's ideas. The whole thought is
found in the idea that th? id als of
a person
may be gotten
rid of
either by killing the person or by
worshipping him.
Thus it was with Abraham Lincoln, who. after his death, was more
revered by the American pi
than any other Individual in our
history. Si:: years after hie a
tic-n congress sanctioned Ugi.-l.i;i >n
which was totally opposed to his
ideals and which brought on one of
the darkest periods in our national
existence.
And so with Christ. After his crucifiction. nothing could stop the onward march of his great character,
but his teachings were set aside.
The great Beethoven said that his
syinp'tnni s were made not to be
adored but to be reproduced. So, today, by playing those symphonies we
have all the genius of the master
without he himself. Jesus did not ask
j to be worshipped but gave us teachings an 1 ideals, apd. Dr. MacDonald
concluded, "they should be played
over on the instruments of human
life, to give His harmonies. His
m;i ie."

BLUE

JERVALL
LUNCH
Geo. E. Schmidt

44 Rates St.

Have you thought of making

DENTISTRY
YOUR LIFE WORK?
Harvard University Dental
School offers a comprehensive
course in this field of health
service, which is becoming increasingly important in relation
to medicine and public health.
A "Class A" school.
Write for catalog.
THE

Uop U s. Mi«-r. O.M.D.. H.D.. Deu.
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outside the court in San Francisco, in the above
group are John F. Finerty (left, front row). Tom
Mooney and Frank P. Walsh, defense counsel; In
rear are Ed Xockels, labor leader, and Leo Gallagher.
This trial will not, in itself, change Mooney's prison
standing, but acquittal might lead toward a
pardon.

(Daylight Saving Time)

ALDEN'S

FRIDAY

TREiET

OUTING CLUB PARTY ATTENDS
ANNUAL CONFERENCE AT YALE

Authorities Disapprove Of Plan To Allow Funds
Raised From Private Sources ; Would
Not Recognize Such a Team

mskw

IJMBEELLAB

As MooHiey Conferred with Defense Counsel

Auburn.

nv

HAROLD BAILEY

That the Bates Outing Club leads
all other such college clubs in specific- organization.
scope of work,
and student interest,
is the firm
contention of the Bates' representatives, who, last Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday, attended the second
annual conference of the Intercollegiate Outing Club Association at
i Yale.
Minor Mishaps On Trip
Those making up the party from
j Bates consisted of Or. Sawyer, Ber' nard Drew. '34 , Edwin Decatur,
'34. Toby Zahn.
'34, and Grace
Searing, '95. Leaving the campus
early last Friday morning, the partyarrived at the Engineering Camp,
Kasllyme.
t'onn. late at night. A
broken rod and a locked wheel failed to dampen their spirits, and a
delightful camp on
the shore of
Sheffield Pond was their reward for
the 300 mile drive.
A quick dip in the lake on Statlurdav morning aroused vigor for a
I hike,' and at 11 A. M. the first conference of three groups was held
under the various leaders.

"X

M
Statements in regard to the
question: Arc you in favor of Sunday SiK;i-ts—tennis in particular—on
the Bates t'ampus?
Vincent Kirby: Yes, why not tennis and baseball if we have skating
In ill-' winter?
James Balano: Yea, we've got to
break down such outworn and in■ nsibli restraints.
.Joseph Murphy: Yes. if the fellows
aren't playing tennis, they're playing
something else.
Fred Donald: Yes, if we hav?
Sunday skating, why not have Sunday tennis?
John Stevens: It is the better of
two alternatives: (1) clean, wholesome sport outbid": (2.) card-playing
etc. in the dormitories.
Robert Swett: Yes. I am in favor
of tennis on Sunday, but not baseball. Baseball is boisterous and not
in keeping with the Sabbath. Tennis,
DOW ver, to quieter.
Clyde Holbrook: Yes, I see no reason "why these sports should not be
played on campus as well as off
r:: mpus.
Frank Klynn: Yes, I am in favor
of Sunday Sports largely because of
the physical b nefits that can be
derived on that day when there are
no classes to take up one's time.
Olin McCarthy: Yes, I see no reason why sports should not be played
on Sunday as well as on any other
day.
Riil|>ti Mct'luskoy: Yes!
Vevdelle Clark: Yes, I am in
favor of Sunday tennis and baseball,
provided it is confined to the students of the campus.
Itohinson Johnston: High"r values
may be
crowded out by Sunday
spoil.-, but I see mo advantage in
prohibiting those wishing to play
Sunday tcnnis_
Kilinuiiii Muskic: Sunday is the
only day in the week that many students have for recreation.
Vincent Helleau: No one but a
very narrow-minded person sees anything wrong in wholesome Sunday
recr ation. I am in favor of Sunday
tennis.
dive Knowlcs: Sunday tennis is
the rule at every liberal college;
where do B that put Bates?
Donald Itend: I am in favor of
Sunday sports, although I believe it
would be better for all concerned if
allowed only im the afternoon and
ev ning.
Arnold Adams: Yes, I would
rather see tennis played than cards.
Elinor Williams: I am decidedly
in favor of Sunday sports on campus
as there is not enough time for them
during the week.
Mary Gardiner: I am in favor of
Sunday tennis, as on other days it
takes time away from studies.
Frances Brac-kett:
Yes. Fellows
and girls do not have enough time
during the week to play together.
Rebecca Carter: Yes, I am in
favor of Sunday sports, and I see no
reason why we should not have
them.
( harlottc Cntts: Certainly I am in
favor of tennis on Sundays. W" were
allowed to skate on Sunday:
why
shouldn't we be allowed to play
tennis?
Kuth Benliam: As long as swimming and winter sports are allowed
on Sunday, other sports should be
also.
Mary Fuller: Yes, indeed. If we
can have Sunday skating, we should
be allowed to hare Sunday tennis.
Lncilc Jack: It would be a great
advantage to have Sunday tennis on
the Batfs campus. Lewiston offers
too few recreational advantages.
Mildred Mover: I am abaoltttely
in favor of Sunday sports!
Patricia Abbott: I feel that Bates
needs some form of Sunday recreation. Sports would adequately serve
this purpose.
Verna Brackett:
Yes, I am decidedly in favor of Sunday sports,
especially since there are so few
other things to do on Sunday.
Rosamond Melcher: I certainly do.
I feel that if students wish to participate in Sunday sports, opportunities should be provided on Campus.
Mildred Hollywood: Yes. We have
Sunday skating in the winter, and it
seems that it would be well to have
Sunday sports in the spring and fall.
.1 ulins l.omarili: Yes. I favor Sunday tennis and baseball, to fill a recreative need
since skating
was
allowed.

Ac

Federal Judge James A. Lowell, of
Boston, whose official conduct is to
be investigated by the House Judiciary Committee, following a move
for his impeachment on the floor of
the House by Representative Howard W. Smith, of Virginia. The
action was taken on account of the
jurist's conduct in freeing George
Crawford, a Negro, under indictment in Virginia for the murder of
Mrs. Agnes Ilsley.

Ballyhoo Makes
Modern Literary
Work Successful
Dr. Wright Criticizes
Present-day Authors
For Lack Of Style

Decatur Leads Groups
The second conference was held
after luncheon from I to 2 P. M.,
and was immediately
followed by
the third. Edwin Decatur. President
of the Bates Outing Club, at this
time lead one of the groups in a
discussion on trips. Later in the afternoon, the girl representatives
held a conference of their own.
In the evening, the Intercollegiate
OutiDg iClub
Association held a
general assembly for the purpose of
c-boosing
one college club
which
I would elect out of its group an Ex' ecutive-Secretary
for the Association. Yale was given this nomination. An illustrated lecture brought
i tt) an end the busy day, and Sunday
: morning the members departed.
As a result of the three day con1
ferer.ee, plans were made for an informal College Week from September 9-16 around Mt. Macy in the
Adirondacks. This week will be in, formal with no real planning, and
anyone interested may attend. Also
another I. O. C. A. Conference will
be held next spring.
Bates Has High Rating
In comparison with the other
clubs. Bates rates high in outing
club work, being superior in finances and organization. The scope of
the local club's work is more inclusive, and the student
interest is
higher. Some clubs have only thirty
or forty members, and Dartmouth
has fourteen hundred. However, in
comparing the club memberships to
the college enrollments. Bates outpoints all other with a percentage
of over ninety.
U. of Maine, the only other Maine
college represented,
has only recently started such an endeaver, and
the Bates club is planning as much
as possible to make their new organization a success.

"Modern literature is about everything," said Dr. Edwin M. Wright,
head of the English Department,
continuing the series of Chapel talks
answering the question, "What is it
all about?", on Wednesday, April
26.
Modern litfrature covers a varied
field. We may go into the field of
science by reading Beebe or some
other equally well known scientific
writer. Bruce Barton and Dr. H. E.
Fosdick offer us religion, and H. G.
Wells is a writer of history.
The success of a present day
literary work, Dr. Wright stated,
d« peinds not so much on the rhetorical devices and general style of
the author, as on the trickery of the
publisher. For example. Van Loon's
Geography and Sinclair Lewis' "Ann
Vickers" have been presented to the
public in much the same manner as
that famous trio. Listerino. Lifebuoy,
and Lnx. The fact that "Ann Vickers" is a best seller does not depend
upon the greatness of the author,
who wrote the book to preach prison
reform.
There are various schools of
modern literature; notable among|
them is the school of poetry, represented by E. E. Cummings, who has
produced a piece of verse, so called,
with the only capital letter at the
end of the last word. It is difficult
for the average reader to get any
meaning from such authors as Cummings and James Joyce.
iDr. Wright believes that at the
present time there is too much obsession for biology and psychology.
Some authors have gone so far as
to contend that love, being a combination of these processes, should not
be idealized.

STOP
in and let ns show you what the
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That Last.
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Maine.
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BATEpLR MEETFRIDAY
NINE IN SERIES OPENER AT ORONO TO-DAY
Dopesters Favor
Wildcat Runners
In Annual Meet

Pastimers Will
Take On Maine
And Colby Clubs

Thrill in Intercollegiate Track Contest

Take Up State Series
After Disastrous
Boston Trip
REJUVENATED TEAM
SHOULD HIT STRIDE

Bates Power Lies In
Middle Distances
And Discus
N. H. WILL BE
WELL BALANCED
Visiting Squad I* Strong
in 100,2000, Mile,
And Pole Vault

I

THURS

9

X

By DOROTHY J. KIMBALL
W. A. A. Sports Column

Spring season activities are pro.
gresning rapidly. This week th,
captains in soccer for all ciase<
were elected, and next week win see
the start of the games. In order t0
create more Interest, the big Garner
and Black game will be held on Piy
Day this year. The captains that *Se
elected ar? as follows-:
Juniors—Garnet—Betty Wilson
Black—Martha Chick
Sophomores—Garnet—Ruth Fry*
Black—Arietta RefSt
Freshmen—Garnet—<Valeria Kimbjii
Black—Billy Dawson
This year the tennis tournament,
because of lack of time, is to be aa
elimination match instead of a ladder
one. Girls, who have not signed up a*
yet, should do so at once on the slip
provided in Rand Gym. iMost of the
courts are in condition and are beinj
used every minute of the day. Sign
up early if you wish to play anl
don't forget the tournament, jot
tennis enthusiasts.
At th" board meeting, Wednesday
evening, because of the small number
of girls in each class, it was decided
that the W. A. A. period for Archery
will be at 4:30 on Friday and for
track at 4:3d on Tuesday. Bates Is
tntering the Annual Telegraphic
Archery Meet which will be held
sometime in the middle of May.
Each class is engaged in slightly
different activities for the minor
p riod this spring.
A small group
of girls from the Junior class have
elected natural dancing and the remainder are playing games. Two
groups alternate in playing nookum
and slug ball. In the sophomore class,
there has been a division made on the
basis of the skill tests taken last
fall. The upper half of those receiving the highest scores are playing
slug ball and th? others are working
on their skill tests in order to improve their individual records. The
freshman class is engaged in marching and exercises in an effort to
better
their
postures.
Professor
Walmsley is trying out some new
plans and the results promise to to
int. resting.

GYM CHATTKR—This week finds
the- Garnet nine back from their
Boston sojourn and about to re-open
mate series competition. Other colleges have gotten under way with
Bowdoin and Colby each boasting a
win at the time of writing. Thlfl
w ek will see three series games
This morning the varsity baseball
played in the state with the local
team left for Orono to meet the
team taking part in two.... Harry
The —defeated I'niversity of New
University of Maine In the opening
Shulmam, who writes for the Port- Hampshire track team invades Gnrgame with the Palo Blue, scheduled
cclon
field
this
Friday
afternoon
land Sunday Telegram claims thing.!
for this afternoon. Directly after
are not an they nhould be with Bow- for its annual meet with Bates. On
the game the Bates team will leave
the
weight
of
its
victories
over
doin athletics. Hlays no blame
for Waterville to play Colby the
Northeastern
and
Brown
already
upon the coaches but feels there la
following afternoon.
sufficient material in school for this season and the mediocre runThe baseball team returned
ning
of
the
Rates
men
so
far
outBowdoin to put out better teams if
from their Boston trip with two
doors,
the
I'niversity
team
is
favorthe athlfetes would only ,rL their
defeats tacked onto their repart. . . Amherst has been hit by ed to win.
cord, but with experience and
,e
of
the
bis
moments
during
the
recent
StanI
Stanford
is
shown
as
he
!breasted
the
tape
to
win
the
old man depression to the extent
Here's one
baseball knowledge that
will
In
the
1(M»
yd.
dash
Cuniversity
and
University
of
Southern
Cali100-yard
dash.
He
also
won
the
220.
JUt&euM
that they are no longer awarding
ford University
stand them in good stead In
Lee
Hables
of
I
U.
S.
C.
was
a
heavy
favorite,
.Stanford
won,
«7-4J«.
i
i
11Li
11.1111
of
New
Hampshire,
a
sweaters... Colby has been blessed
fornia track meet at Palo Alto, Cal.
the coming state series games.
In second man, should win witli
with a oouple of fine ball players in
Boston College and Tufts ColI'ike
or
New
Hampshire
getting
the persons of Greer and Brown,
lege beat the Bates Nine 10-1
second over Jensen. The 220
both freshmen. . . Bill Carrigan canand 9-5. Up to now, Colby has
will
find
Adams
(B),
Cunningnot be listed among the list of forwon one game from Bowdoin
SIX LKADINC i BATTERS
ham (X. H.) and Funston (X.
gotten
men. It is rumored
the
and lost a game to Boston UniH.)
in
almost
a
dead
heal.
This
movie.; will be up after a glimpse of
G Alt R BH AVG
versity. On the other hand, the
race
promises
to
lie
oniof
the
•>
the new college coach and his charges
.noo
4
1. Bennett,
8
University of Maine has beathigh
spots
of
the
day,
with
when they play their first game h re
Ikiwdoin
en
Northeastern
University
Adams
slightly
favored.
In
IMIIII
o
this week.... We understand Mrs.
.000
i. Geer, < olhv
1 4 i
and Connecticut
Aggies and
hurdles
New
Hampshire
brings
o
.500
Childs is numbered among the wrest1 4 o
i. It. IVubody
lost to Rhode Island state.
a threat in Funston, a sopholing enthusiasts of the two cities and
Colby
The rejuvenated
Bates
team
more
star,
who
seems
to
have
o
is often to be seen at the city hall
.500 showed hitting power on the Boston
I. Boas, Colby 1 4 0
an
edge
over
I'lirinton,
I'endlebouts.... At present the temporary
.400 trip, but their fielding left much to
■». Berry, Bates 1 5 1 2
lon, or Itureh for Bates. Levenbaseball field looks more like an un.400 be desired. The fact that the team
B. Swell, Bates 1 Si 1 2
saler
(X.
H.)
is
also
fast
anil
developed cabbage patch than a diaDespite the fact thai they ran the
has not been outdoors enough, withOF THE < Ll'BK
STANDING
liable
to
place
in
either
event.
fastest race of any one mile relay
mond. . . Coach Thompson's charges,
out a doubt, caused these preseason
Captain
Am.
Adams
ought
to
give
team ever sent from Bales, the Garwhose lives are endangered every
L AVG errors. Darling, the freshman hurthe
crowd
a
thrill
as
he
steps
the
time they encircle the track, are also
net four were led to the <«l>e last
( olby
1 0 1.000 ler, showed the heavy hitting BosI'.nwdoin
1
1
.500 ton College team ability, but, like
listed among those who will be glad 440. His performance at Penn lust Saturday afternoon by a fast stepSaturday
stamps
him
as
one
of
the
ping Fordham four during the pro0 1
.OOO Millet in the Tufts game, was bothto see the new diamonds com pi ted
Bates
l>ost,
if
not
the
best,
quarter-miler
gram of the annual I'enii Relay Car. . . Will Rand and his bowling
.ooo ered by a lack of support in the inMaine
u 0
in
the
country.
Red
Sheridan;
may
nival. The feature of the Bates race
Games scheduled for next week:
tourney seem to have gone over in
field.
run
the
440
also
and
should
beat
was the anchor lap run by Captain
grand style. Twenty-four teams have
Today Bates at Maine
Sherman,
another
freshman,
signed up to play for th" college pin Pike (N. H.) for second if he does. Arn Adams, as he made up a handiTomorrow. Bates at Colby
showed up well at bat, and Toomey
John
Lary
will
give
Darling
(X.
crown. .. By the way. the summer H.) a great race in the half, but rnp of twentj the yeards, only to
Saturday. Maine at Bowdoin
shows signs of regaining the form
IK- breasted at the tape by the Fordbaseball leagues which are so popuWednesday, Colby at Bates
he had in his freshman year. Captraining
for
the
quarter
up
to
now
ham
runner
by
a
matter
of
inches.
lar in this part of the state have
tain Berry and the others showed
will
keep
him
from
top
performAt
this
moat
were
gathered
two
done a lot for the college t ams.
their usual spirit and. once they hit
Millet. Sherman and Gordon are but ance over the longer distance for a thousand representatives of other
their stride, they will be hard to
while
yet.
Benedict
(N.
H.)
or
Smith
uni\ersities and colleges who proa few of their products... Donald
beat. Under the fine coaching
of
(B)
will
take
third.
ceded to b*eah several of the existMcEwen Smith, self-appointed coach
Bill Carrigan, who was unable to
In the mile. Darling (N. H.), ca- ing records.
and manager of the Bates crrw begs pable
go
to
Boston
with
the
team
last
of a 4:30, looks the best in
Bates' trip into Massachusetts had
Bates ran against
teams from
room in this column to state that his the field.
week, the club should finish well up
Second place seems a toss
rather unfavorable aspect. The
charges are taking most consciously up between Murray (N. H.) and Fordham and Rutgers, since the Laon the state series ladder. Providing
fayette team which had been enter- Garnet dropped two games in a row
to their new sport and are doing Butler and Malloy.
Bates wins these two games today
ed scratched in favor of the class B to Greater Boston colleges. The
road work each night between Parand Thursday, they will have a
The two mile remains a question mile race, while Hampton Institute, first game was a decisive Boston
ker Hall and the girls dormitories. mark with the outcome depending
good start towards their ultimate
also scheduled for the class C mile College victory by a 10 to 1 score.
Although the crew has not been on Jellison's condition.
If he is did not appear. Lafayette woiv th^ The second game was more of a
goal.
definitely selected. Tubber Stone who feeling well, the Bates star, who is
—
:o:
■
( astern mile title the day before and battle, the Garnet finally succumiifirst discovered Pond, s ems slated the New England
cross-country thus were hopeful of placing in the iug 9 to 5.
for the coxswain position with Bob champion, will have no trouble in
The first game, despite the apFitterman aid Scrapper Dolan sure disposing of Blood, the New Hamp- Class B run.
Pendleton. the lead-off man for pearance of the score, was a close
of a seat by the oars. . .
shire star, McLeod or Raduazo of Bates drew the outside lane, Ford- game until Boston College's big
In its initial match, tho Bat^s
New Hampshire will take third.
KF.X WHITE
ham getting the pole and Rutgers eighth inning, when five B. G. men
It is doubtful whether Clark can running between the two. Getting dented home
'KKW HOCKKY LEADER
pldfe .and put the tennis team met defeat at tho hands
(N. H.)
in the off with a fair start
To Ken White, ttu- newly elected beat Learmouth
Pendleton game on ice. In this inning Bill of Colby netmen by the score of 5-4,
leader of next years' hockey edition shotput. Kramer should take third. swing into third as they came off Boehener, B. C. left fielder, homer- last Monday afternoon at the TaIn the discus it looks like Kra- the pole and held that position ed to deep right center with one connet Club ii
Winslow. Colby
goes our bouquet of the week. "Chipper" is an aggressive type of player mer and Clark placing one two. New throughout his race, handing the man or.: base. Thsn a sharp single by showed its superiority in the singles
who is always in the thick of the Hampshire has no one w-ho can get baton to Sheridan with
about
a Johnny Fretias, B. C. center fielder, by taking four out of six matches,
while the Bobcats excelled
in the
scramble and is a man whom ice op- 125 feet.
four yeard handicap. Pendleton, put two more runs across.
Andberg.
of
New
Hampshire,
will
ponents have found it wise to keep
Bates' lone tally came in tho doubles, taking two out of three.
who has a long, smooth stride is
most
likely
beat
Ken
Bates
in
the
Coach Tufts expects to
make a
their eyes upon.
capable of much faster timo than seventh when' Sherman, freshmen
pole vault, while the high jump will he turned in.
short stop, who played a good game, few changes in the Bates line-up heFriday, May fifth, the local AmeARE RAY AND RED
be a great duel between Kramer and
Sheridan ran a strong race and singled, and Bad Roy passed two fore tho Maine matches, which will
IX LINK FOR XEW JOBS?
rican Legion is staging an amateur
Bertleson of New Hampshire.
take place on the local courts tomen.
Then
he
hit
Bob
Darlimr.
managed
to
bold
his
position
desThe
newly
proposed
bowling
tourelimination wrestling show at the
According to the gossip of local
Harry Keller will have to jump
Bates' frosh pitcher, and forced in a morrow afternoon. Tho summary of
instant ap- Lewiston City Hall. The first matchpap rs, Ray McCluskey and Red better than ever before to beat Pike pite the fact that he was probably- run. It is believed this blow, which last Monday's contest is as follows: nament has met with
racing
agairst
the
best
men
of
the
proval
and
twenty
four
teams
have
Long, ex-football great, are under in the broad jump. Bertleson
es are scheduled to begin at 8 P. M.
(N. other two schools and he handed hit Darling on his hand, had a lot to
SinjrU's:
Silveria,
Colby,
beat signed
up
for
the elimination Bates students should have more
consideration for the Edward Little H.) will also challenge.
do with his losing control in the Wood. Bates. (6-4, 6-4).
he
baton
to
Lary.
Bates
third
man.
matches
which
will
begin
this
week.
teaching and coaching job which will
In the hammer throw, Jensen of
Taylor. IColby, beat Antice, Bates, The tournament is to be played off than a passing interest in this show.
next frame.
be left vacant by the recent resigna- New Hampshire looks the likely with about the same four yard
for not only have six fellows sent i"
Sherman and Deane were out- (7-5, 7-5).
handicap.
the Chase Hall allies and the their registration, but also, we find
tion of Taylor. If the story has any- winner with Al Carlin of Bates and
Simpson Bates, beat Wilson, Col- in
Lary
held
his
position
till
standing
for
Batos.
Sherman
go;
final score to be posted to the sheet the names of Vin Belleau, Nate
thing to it, w? would certainly like Gale of New Hampshire battling for back stretch when the men of the two of Bates' six hits and fielded his by. (6-1, 6-3).
provided for that purpose in the up- Millbury .and Bond Perry on the
to see one of them holding the posi- second.
McCracken, Colby, beat Turner, per lobby.
other two schools pulled away from position without an error. Deane
tion. It was not many years ago
Verdelle Clark is favored to win him and gave the baton to Adams got one hit, but played perfect ball Bates, (6-2, 6-2).
registration' committee, and Bruce
The entrants have been paired off Pattison. mentor of the wrestlinS
that the name of Red Long was a the javelin, although he will be with from
Ferguson, Colby,
beat Stevens, into
a twenty to twenty five in the field. For B. C. Freitas, Crowteams
of
two
men
each
and
ar-3
by-word in this vicinity, while Ray's] handicapped by lack of practice yard handicap.
team, officiating a3 one of the refelay, Kittredge, and Boehener stood Bates, (6-4, 2-6, 6-1).
asked to play off the semi-finals rees.
abilty has been evident both prior to Lary, who placed in the state meet
Page, Bates, beat Holden, Colbv,
Adams, as usual ran a beautiful out. Between them they got 9 of the
this week. At the end of the first
and since his graduation last June. last year, looks as good as Gale or race and covered his quarter in j B. C. hits and all of their hits were (6-3, 6-4).
Bates men who have already enJensor of New Hampshire, who have 4 8 and 3-5 seconds. Starting with a for extra bases,
Doubles: Antine and Wood, Bates, round the winner of group one will tered are: Hernia Loomer '34 <*
BOX GEORGE
difficulty in hitting the 160 yd. big handicap he passed the Rutgers!
beat Taylor and Wilson, Colby. (7-5, play the winners of group two and Belmont. Mass.; Al Carlin '35. <•'
Tufts Piles l'p Karly Lead
ADYISES OX WRESTLING
so on for the second round. Three Boston: Melvin Welsch '34 of Mar
man without a great deal of trou-|
Tufts defeated Bates. Saturday 2-6. 6-2).
Don't forget that several Bates mark.
shall constitute a match.
Although upsets will most likely ble coming up on the back stretch afternoon, in a rather loosely played
blehead; Leon Frangedakis '35. "[
Silveria and Ferguson, Colby, strings
wrestlers are showing at the amateur occur,
Three teams will play in the semi- Lewiston; Robert Fish '36 of Canit is doubtful whether enough with his usual burst of speed he game, by a 9-5 margin. Tufts piled beat Simpson and Buzzell, Bates.
r.how to be held at the city hall will fall on the Bates side to overfinals. The semi-finalists will be se- ton, Mass.; and Bob Annicetti '35 of
Friday night. Speaking of wrestling, come the advantage New Hamp- was beaten to the tape by the Ford-jup an early lead, but the Garnet (8-6. 7-5).
Turner and Stevers, Bates, beat lected on the basis of the total Lisbon Falls.
ham runner with but a few inches!came back strong in the seventh to
the writer had the recent luck to shire seems to have.
score
of the first
elimination
Melvin Welsch the sole entrant
to spare. In two more strides he draw nearer. For six innings. Art McCracken and Holden, Colby. (5-7, matches. As there will be three
gain an introduction to Don George,
The meet will start at Friday could have passed the leader and ne Angelo. Tufts starting twirler, 6-3 6-4).
from Bates in the 135-lb. ^lass. too"
pro world champion. George, an exteams in the semi-finals the team part in the matches held in '&«
afternoon.
brought the one mile, title to Lewis- [ held the Bobcats to two hits. With
star of the Ui of Southern California
having the highest total score will Gym. and performed quite creditton.
j the score 7 to 1 in favor of Tutfs.
football team, is a college man who
thus draw a bye and will play the ably.
Bates covered the mile in 3:24 I-jhe was replaced by Staffon. The
has gone into this game and made were led to the tape last Saturday
winner of the two other semi-finalBernie "Fighting Parson" Loomgood. Out of the ring he looks more afternoon, nothing but praise should 10, the hest time that any Garnet' Garnet greeted Mr. Staffon with a
ists for the championship.
er, football and hockey star, is one
like a successful business man than rest upon the shoulders of Arn one mile team has vet done i"> the determined rally. Four runs crossThe following men have signed of three entered
in the 145-1Ba wrestling bruiser. He claims his Adams. Being handed the baton with Penn competition. Fordham offered e(j the plate before he could be reup for the primary rounds:
W.
occupation is all right if a man has a twenty yard handicap, h> brought a well balanced team which boasted placed by Andrusckecwlcz. Tufts
l?colnik,
W.
H. Scolnik. James class. The Fighting Parson has been
in the gym and stated this
the ability to make first class, but he down the house as he ran his anchor on real stars but with four m?n who premier hurler. He held Bates to
O'Connell, Nell Danbrie, Amos Gor- training
morning that he was "right In the
advises a man who has obtained a lap to be breasted at the finish by could each cover the distance in ap- one lone hit in the remainder of
ham,
Howard
Trafton,
Stephen
pink".
the game.
college diploma but who could not but a matter of inches. If he could proximately fifty seconds.
Semetauskis, Willard Rand, Russell
Bates has a Ions record of wins
Leon Frangedakis Is another of
Chick Toomey and Jack Dillon
make the top to forget wrestling as have gotten the stick but a fifth of
Mllnes. Clifton Gray, Donald Gauthe
145-lb.
contortionists. Leon.
a means of subsistance and start a second sooner he would have won at this meet. Last year a one mile Ied tne Garnet attack with two hits
tter.
Harold
White,
Bernard
Looniwho was recently crowned champ <"
the race. This is mot the first time team was sent and was beaten by a piece. One of Toomoy's hits was
looking for a job he is suited to.
er
Howard
Bates,
Bernard
Sherithis weight in Bruce Pattison's tourthat he has been forced to outdo Rutgers in much the same fashion; a nice triple. This wan the longest
PLAN WEEKLY
dan. Harold Olum, Milton Ward. nament, is one of the most colorful
himself in order made up a disad- as was their defeat of Saturday. In'clout of the game. iStan Sherman,
SERIES SUMMARY
Samuel
Gilmam,
Edward
Aldrich,
and versatile of the local entrants.
year of 1931 no team was sent Bates freshmen short stop, contiWe hope to be able to compile vantage. Arn is a great compeditor the
Frank O'Neil, Dorrance
Coleman. He displays a wide knowledge and
always giv^e everything that he due to the ineligibility of Chapman'
nued his hitting streak, by doubling
next week, and for the rest of the and
Montgomery
Farrington.
Sumner
me
has got. We are looking forward to land. Viles, who had run this
*t in the seve; th.
variety of holds, combined »>tB
school year, a weekly summary of
Kemneth White '35 of Cambridge, Libbey, James Eves, Robert Coombs, plenty of speed.
during their freshman year. In 1930 |
pive men accounted for Tufts'
the
New
Englands'
and
the
IC4A's
Howe. John Gallagher, Kenthe state baseball series. We hope in
Bates sent a two mile team that ten hits, each one getting two hits Mass. was elected captain of next Arthur
Bob Fish, the third of the 145-lbneth Wood, Bertram Antine, Wil- entrants,
this way to be able to give accurate and hope that he will be in shape to came home with the. national two
is the boy with the lonS
a piece A good many of these hits yar's hockey team at a meeting of
do
himself
real
justice.
liam
Pricher,
James
O'Sullivan.
Paul
and condensed information as to the
mile championship as they had dono|W9re 0f the scratch variety or in the lettermen last Thursday noon.
powerful legs. Bob should go place3
Jeanotte.
Carlton
Mabee,
George
leading hitters and fielders of the ANOTHER ATHLETE
in 1928.
| other words, infield hits that they White has been a letter man during
Haskell, Warren Crockwell, Robert if he once gets his opponent in *
college league. This would mean a MADE GOOD
?o:
i beat out. This was no fault of the both his freshman and sophomore Butler, William Felch, Herbert Jen- scissors with those legs.
great deal of work were it mot lor
If the followers of a certain hockey f Al RV IIAlVirW A 3
Bob Anicetti Is one of the heavier
i Bates' Infield, but simply shows the years and was this season one of sen, Kenneth Bates. John Moulton,
the fact that the four Maine college luminary could have but seen their bULfDI Il/imSO <*-0
Ineed
need of a proper infield to practice the outstanding forwards in the Frank Pendleton. John Lary, Don- entrants. Bob is a stalwart, wellpapers have come together in a co- hero in action -the other evening,
State. He has also been a member of
muscled chap who may prove to be
en.
operative union as regards this pla^. they would have had real reason to
the varsity baseball squad for the ald Malloy and Edward Winston.
the class of the evening with thos*
PORTLAXD PLAN'S
be proud. It seenn; that two starved
powerful, much-admired' shoulder"
We see that tho coming state track last two years.
SCHOOL-BOY MEET
rats, who are trying to make a living
arid arms.
During the past ice season White
The Colby nine won from Bow- meet committee is sticking to the
If Bates has any intention of re- at the commons, decided to come out doin last Saturday afternoon 4-3 to yard as a unit of measurement. This scor.d nine goals to lead the Bates
Al "Porpoise" Carlin. one °'
considering their decision as re- of their holes while a meal was in take the lead In the state series to rather a surprise as it is Jack pucksters In that department. His
Thompson's weight men, is tne
gards the discarded tnterscholastic progress. They were spied by the standing. Bowdoin made all her Magee, th? Bowdoin coach, who was election is an especial honor, since
Bates entrant in the man mountain
track meet, they must act fast. Plane lady who presides over the pastry j rnns jn the first inning with Colby Instrumental in introducing and this position is usually awarded to a
class. Carlin tips the
scales well
The
University
of
Maine
baseball
are being made lor the meet, or one and she at once climbed high upon a also scoring one run. Colby again pushing the meter movement, which senior man.
over 200 lbs and is entered in that
similar, to be taken over by a Port- stool and cried for help. Whereupon I scored two runs in the fifth and an has caused so much discussion this
class. He has been working out daiT
1
e er n
t ed
land group and held in their new a few of the braver souls appeared.! additional score in the sixth to winter. Nevertheless, Mike Ryan, th
ly with his energetic and fame0
stadium. We understand that this is But to the one who artfully corner-1 clinch the game. Foster, Colby twlr-| CoiDy t,^ mentor states that ha Tsjbe lost by graduation: Joseph Mur-j tor8°to nLrtun"^^:?1^ "BL^PI^'tH manager, "Scrapper" Dolaw, and "
one city where track meets have
in fine condition
been paying affairs.
All of these men have been under
ARX ADAMS
the care of Pattison all winter, an"
DOES FIXE WORK
under his
tutelage have heconia
Although the Bates relay
four
i quite adept and should emerge fro"1
,the coming fray very favorably.

Garnet Meets Pale Blue
To-Bay : Will Tackle
Mules To-Morrow

STATE SERIES

BATES ONE MILE RELAY TEAM
RUNS SECOND^ TO F0RDHAM

a

Garnet Quartet Of Adams, Pendleton, Sheridan,
And Lary Run Fastest Mile Of Any
Previous Bates Relay Team

Boston College
And Tufts Nines
Trip Up Bobcats

Bates Loses Games In
Mass. With Scores
Of 10-1 And 9-5

a

\v

Garnet Netmen
Lose To Colby
By Close Score

Bobcats Take Two Out
Of Three Matches
In Doubles

Bates Men Enter
American Legion
First Of Bowling
Tourney Matches
Wrestling Show
Begins This Week Six Entrants In Four
Entrants Paired Off In
Teams Of Two
•
Men Each

I

rxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx-

Kenneth White
Chosen Ice Capt.
By Letter Men
Led

Bates Pucksters
With 9 Goals
Past Season

DEFEAT TO BOWDOIN

U. OF M. DEFEATS
CONN. AGGIES 2-0

nfei;, „ro?Vh oJn on ;rthre e wri; £^^^.^1^ ST

Classes To Compete
At City Hall

